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The ex HMNZS Irirangi Service Members
Facebook group are the Guardians

This collation was for the 1992 Irirangi Reunion
by the Ships Office.
Irirangi history should not be viewed with rose
tinted spectacles. If you did not want to be there
it was a terrible place.
In WW2 married men unaccompanied did not
see families for months. Even for the birth of
children. This was their back from the war fort
refresh in peace and quiet before going back
I have read letters [sent home with mates] and
they had a tough time of it at Waiouru for many
years of the war. Generally I have discussed the
cause of that elsewhere.
This document is posted my website mobys.nz,
an archive promoting history with the mission of
preventing it from being buried out of reach.
There are supporting stories there too.
It is a living document. I have many times said
it was finished and have always been wrong.
Yours aye
David Jasper Robertson
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IN MEMORY OF THOSE WHO SERVED AT WAIOURU W/T AND HMNZS IRIRANGI
WE HONOUR YOU FOR YOUR DEDICATION AND EXCELLENCE

https://www.mobys.nz
https://www.mobys.nz/pdftoolbox/
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Looking at NR2 from a direction not often visited, the North. This is the side that faced the mountains.
To get your bearings the pine trees are by the front gate.

Photo From Chris Bond

HMNZS IRIRANGI
Navibus et orbi (For the ships and to the world)
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ROYAL NEW ZEALAND NAVY PRESS RELEASE N� 155 D���� 19 O������ 1951

WAIOURU NAVY WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
STATION TO BE HMNZS IRIRANGI

The Minister of Defence (The Honorable Mr T.L. Macdonald) announced today that approval has been
given to name the Naval Wireless Telegraphy Station at Waiouru, H.M.N.Z.S IRIRANGI, and to grant
the Officer-in-Charge the status of Commanding Officer.
A Naval Commissioning ceremony will shortly be held at the Station. The name IRIRANGI may be
translated as “Suspended in or floating through the Heavens”.
It has of late become the Maori term given to matters relating to broadcasting and aerial transmis-
sion and is therefore appropriate to the duties of the Station.
On 30 October 1951 the Naval W/T station at Waiouru in the central North Island was commissioned
as HMNZS IRIRANGI.
Following this decision a design concept for a ship’s badge was proposed by IRIRANGI, and forwar-
ded to the College of Arms in London, in 1952. This design featured a Maori maiden standing by Mt
Ruapehu. Considerable correspondence ensued centered around the whole concept of the design of
badges in general and the unsatisfactory nature of the IRIRANGI design in particular.
The main point was that the proposal was too complicated and would not reproduce well in small size.
Sir Arthur Cochrane made an alternative for the badge design, this was rejected by the Naval Board.
It was finally resolved that the function of the establishment would best be represented by a tele-
graphist’s badge and the location by a mountain. Badge was finally approved in February 1954.

IRIRANGI : ‘Spirit Voice’ - in modern times this has been accepted to mean radio.
In olden times when groups of Maori gathered for singing evenings their voices would be joined by a
spirit voice - Irirangi - which appeared to come from above.
The Transmitting Station consisted of four sub stations. Two Air Force Transmitters, (ATI and AT2)
were manned until 1946. The buildings were then moved to the old camp and became married of-
ficers quarters - one of which still remains. This building is used by the farmer for accommodation.
Naval Transmitters NT3 and NT4 were the other two Sub Stations. NT3 was moved to the Receiver site
in 1955. NT4 became the Naval Stores building in 1957.
During the war the Stations operations were kept a close secret. It was not until some time after the
conclusion of hostilities that the first details were made public.
Living remotely in an Army-like camp that was nonetheless regarded as their “ship” 80 Wrens and 70
Ratings bore the burden of those hectic days of war.
In every watch they received, transmitted or relayed tens of thousands of code groups.
A dozen or more circuits were simultaneously manned and teleprinter and lines fed the incoming sig-
nals to the coders and cypher officers at distant Service headquarters.
During the war as the Navy’s direct link with London, Canada, Bombay, East Africa, Australia, Tokyo,
the United States and French possessions. Waiouru was also the clearing house for the administrative
signals of the British Pacific Fleet.
It was Waiouru’s morse that enabled the fleet train to supply ships and men with a vast catalogue of
requirements that ranged from bombs to beer. For this work, Waiouru was highly praised by the then
Commander in Chief Admiral Sir Bruce Fraser.
The Station’s major achievement during the war was in broadcasting for the British Pacific Fleet off
Japan, when it was found that the American Circuits were too heavily loaded to handle the British Ad-
miralty’s traffic. Research 'The Forgotten Fleet' for a better understanding.
In peacetime Naval telegraphists at Waiouru handled two kinds of traffic - to and from Naval and Mer-
chant vessels and to and from other countries of the British Commonwealth.
The former consists of naval messages on purely service business and private messages to and from
members of the ships’ companies and, in the case of merchant vessels, messages of a commercial
nature between the ships and shipping companies.
The latter kind consists of Service and Government traffic. The Queen’s speech, to the Empire and
Commonwealth. This message incorporated a statement relating to the Tangiwai rail disaster.
Sailors from the station assisted at the scene of this tragedy.
On 30 October 1951 the establishment was commissioned as HMNZS IRIRANGI.

https://www.mobys.nz/thequeensmessage/
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BUILDING THE STATION
The following is taken from the official history of the Public Works Department, Volume III:
1. Name of Work: Wireless Telegraphy Station, Waiouru.
2. Locality: At the foot of Mt Ruapehu, on the southern side 15 miles north of Taihape.
3. Nature of Work: Erection of a Naval and RNZAF Wireless telegraphy station (Originally called Com-
bined Services Wireless Station).
4. Reference: File: 23/406/27 Map: 4/N1
5. History: The construction of a combined RNZN and RNZAF wireless station with accommodation for
about 200 personnel was first completed in June, 1942, and, after preliminary investigation to de-
termine the suitability of the site selected, construction commenced in October of that year. The main
part of the station occupied an area of 30 acres, the receiver aerials covered about 400 acres
Sufficient land was acquired for the permanent camp. The project was built at an altitude of 2,500
feet and consisted of an accommodation camp with a receiving station 3/4 of a mile away.
Two Transmitting stations were located some seven miles to the north of the camp.
Water, sewage, and electrical reticulation were provided.
All the work, with the exception of the aerials, telephone installation and some cable laying, was car-
ried out by the Public Works Department.
The receiving and transmitting portions of the station were connected by telephone and with separate
exchange systems.
Auxiliary power houses were built at both the receiving and transmitting sites with personnel being
transported each day from the main camp at Hihitahi.
During the early life of the station the Air Force men and women lived with Naval Personnel at the
Hihitahi Camp, but later separated and moved to the military camp at Waiouru and each day RNZAF
operators were convoyed to and from their work.
The Chief Surveyor, Lands and Survey Department, co-operated with the Public Works Department
and the two Service Departments in fixing the positions of the station aerials, etc.
In June 1946, the RNZAF ceased operations at Waiouru and withdrew to Ohakea, leaving the station
wholly to the Navy. The establishment then became known as the Naval W/T Station, Waiouru.
The principal items of work carried out were as follows:

• Building Erection 58

• Floor area of buildings 45,600 sq feet

• Roads formed and surfaced 5 Miles

• Water Mains 3 6 chains

• Water Mains 27 chains

• Water Tank, concrete, 20,000 gallons

• Septic tanks 7

• Telephones 49
• Can't remember Probably a lot

Most building work supervised by the Department was undertaken on the master schedule basis.
Pumice dust from the Waiouru Plains created a certain amount of trouble in the receiving and trans-
mitting sets in the early stages as also did fine volcanic ash from Ruapehu, but effective methods of
coping with the nuisance were adopted. It might be mentioned that volcanic ash from the mountain
penetrated the working parts and bearings of internal combustion engines and other machines,
thereby causing anxiety for a time.
Construction of the station commenced in June, 1942, and was completed for all practical purposes
later on in the same year.

The total expenditure by the Public Works Department on the project amounted to approximately
£100,000 excluding, of course, work done by other departments, such as the erection of aerials, tele-
phones reticulation, cable laying and installation of equipment.
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The following are bits and pieces that follow on from the
above, and have been compiled from different sources. To
concludes the written history from Public Works Department.
The original station consisted of the following:
Two Receiving Stations:
Air Force Receivers One (AR1) Naval Receivers Two (NR2).
After the Air Force moved out in 1946 AR1 remained unused until 1949 Then it became manned by
Naval Personnel and renamed NR1.
Four Transmitting Stations:
Air Force Transmitters One (AT1)
Air Force Transmitters Two (AT2) were manned by the Air Force during the war until 1946;
The buildings were then moved to the Old Camp and became the married Officers quarters. One
building still remains today as the local farmer’s flats.
Naval Transmitters Three (NT3), Naval Transmitters Four (NT4) the original NT3 building was moved to
the Receiver Site and became an addition to the NR2 building in 1955.
The site of NT4 was changed after the war adjacent to NT3. It became Naval Stores in 1957.
Officers Housing:
The Commanding Officers house was constructed in 1952.
After the Navy left the Captains house was moved across the road and is located about where the
Canteen Manager's House used to be.
The four houses at Park Lane Constructed 1955 and 1956. were removed in 2018

Building the Station

Captains House under the command of Mrs Peck, Winter 82 or 83.

Officers housing location Across Thorne Park to the location of
Park Lane where four houses once stood. Houses
removed,road was ripped up in 2018.
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Original canvas and timber
Research Hut erected in 1941
Utilized byWO E.H. Biggs to
assess radio propagation.

JUBILEE OF NAVAL RADIO AT WAIOURU

Research into radio propaga-
tion and reception was carried
out in the mid 1930’s with the
object of establishing a radio
station in New Zealand. The
reasons for choosing the cur-
rent site was two fold:
A. A site well clear of factories
and buildings likely to cause in-
terference to radio signals.
B. Sufficiently flat ground to accommodate the extensive aerial systems. These reasons are even more
relevant today with the increased use of electronic gadgets at home and in industry. These all cause
electrical interference.
Additionally, urban encroachment has caused a number of difficulties for other transmitting sites - a
notable example, TV and FM transmitters in the Waitakare ranges in Auckland.
The Australians are undertaking a multi million dollar project to relocate their station VHK from what
has become a built up suburban area of Canberra.

The hut you can see above was erected at the site of the old NR2 in 1941 to conduct
assessment trials by WO E.H. Biggs (Eggie). Construction of a combined Naval and
RNZAF wireless station accommodation for 200 was commenced in June 1942.
It was originally called the “Combined Services Wireless Station”. The accommoda-
tion and administration area covered 30 acres of the Sinclairs farm at Hihitahi, the
Receiver Site and aerials covered about 400 acres.
The Naval and Airforce Transmitter Stations were built some 7 miles to the North at
Hihitahi to overcome interference with the receivers.
On 2 September 1942 WO Biggs became the first Commanding Officer.

During the early life of the camp the Air Force men and women lived at the Naval Camp but later they
moved to the Waiouru Army Camp.
Finally all Air Force Communications and personnel moved to Ohakea in June 1946. The station then
became known as “The Naval W/T Station, Waiouru.”
The total cost of the construction was 100,000 pounds. This did not include equipment or aerials.
The Commanding Officers House was added in 1952.
The Receiver site housed Air Force Receivers One (AR1) and Naval Receivers Two (NR2).
With the Air Force moving out in 1946 AR1 remained vacant until 1949 when it was remanned by Naval
Personnel and called NR1.
The recently completed Receiver Installation was built on that site.
In 1971, to distinguish between the operational and administrative role of the establishment, a further
title was promulgated. The administrative side remained HMNZS IRIRANGI and Naval Communica-
tion Station Waiouru became the operational title.
For financial reasons, it was decided that support for HMNZS IRIRANGI would come from the Army,
and plans were made to take up occupancy in the Treasury Barracks inside the Waiouru Military
Camp. The initial move planned for 7 December 1970, was delayed until 16 December as the Barracks
were not up to Naval Standards.

Naval Transmitter buildings were never known for
classical architecture. They were as they had to be
functional. Although there was nothing in the rules
that said they could not have a great backdrop
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However, the Barracks could only accommodate the Junior Ranks living quarters. Senior Rates Ac-
commodation and the Administration offices remained at the old camp until 1973.
The Junior Ratings Accommodation was then renamed the Frigate Block and was officially opened by
Rear Admiral L.C. CARR, CB, DSC, on 21 January 1971.
Plans were then drawn up for the additions to the Frigate Block to accommodate the Senior Ratings
and Administrative offices, and construction commenced toward the end of 1972. The final move; pay-
ing off the old site and recommissioning of the new took place on 29 June 1973.
During the Seventies the concept of a Joint Radio Project (JRP) was envisioned. This would give one
controller, control of all Defence High Frequency Services, that is all High, Medium, and Low power as-
sets. The initial concept foundered due largely to a lack of technology at a realistic price.
Through the 70’s and80’s ability to progress resulted in existing equipment andbuildings becomingobsolete.
Obsolescence resulted in temporary repairs to Transmitters undertaken and the “JRP” was resurrec-
ted. This project involved the complete rebuilding and the re-equipping of both Transmitters and Re-
ceivers sites. A major restriction with any project of this nature is finance. Whilst sufficient funds were
allocated this was spread over the years 1986 through 1991.
The solution was to undertake the project in two phases. Phase 1 was the JRP Transmitter complex;
this involved rationalisation of the Aerial Farm from previous remnants of WWII with the siting of Ro-
tatable Log Periodic Aerials.The main broadcast array were also changed from Quadrants to an array
of horizontal and vertical Dipoles to transmit 4 or more channels on seven spot frequencies.
The building section of Phase 1 was commenced in September 1986 with work completing Feb 1987.
This building was built in accordance with the latest security requirements.
The new Transmitter Complex was opened in May 1988 at a cost of $11 million.

GOOGLE EARTH 2022 RECEIVERS AREA.

Jubilee of Naval Radio in Waiouru Continued
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Phase II of the project was to rebuild the Receiver Building. This was relocated to the site of the pre-
vious NR1 which had ceased operating in the 1960’s.
The construction of the building commenced in January 1989. It was commissioned in August 1990
at a cost of $8 million. The building has a comprehensive security system attended 24 hours a day.
It has been built so that access can only be gained by personnel inside the building operating gate/
door releases. A flexible approach was taken to enable all equipment to be remotely operated from
within the main communications office.
A project is currently underway to enable the Transmitters and Receivers to be operated remotely
from within the Devonport Naval Base. This project is due to be completed approximately May 1995.
The conversion to remote operation of this facility will see all the operators move to Auckland. This
will leave a small number of technicians at the present sites.
Irirangi will decommission and the Frigate Block will be declared surplus to Naval Requirements.

GOOGLE EARTH 2022 THE NAVAL TRANSMITTER AREA

Jubilee of Naval Radio in Waiouru Continued
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WHITEHALL HERE
A PROOF OF CONCEPT

PREAMBLE
WO E.H. Biggs (Eggie) was Officer in Charge of
assessment of the suitability of the Waiouru area
for a radio station in 1941.
Here they built a naval radio station that would
use the ionosphere to bounce radio waves out to
ships in the Pacific 24/7/365 [or as it turned out
the South Atlantic].
Just North of Waiouru was the transmitter sta-
tion and the aerial arrays.
9km south was the Irirangi establishment and 2
km on No.2 Receivers [NR2] where the actual ra-
dio operating took place.
For the rest of WW2, Occupation Force Japan,
Korea, Bomb Tests, Deep Freeze etc. there was a
full range of radio communications services for
both military and commercial shipping. There
were also fixed service communications with
Canberra, Honolulu, Vancouver, London etc.
Irirangi operated efficiently and relatively un-
known to all but the people of Waiouru.
By 1982 19 officers had commanded HMNZS Iri-
rangi and been responsible for the ongoing im-
provement of the naval radio station.

CALL TO ACTION
In May 1982 the CO LtCdr Alan Peck RNZN 1, re-
ceived a phone call. “Whitehall here, the chaps
at the Falklands need Irirangi's services.
And so started one of the most intense periods
of operation since the latter days of WW2.
Irirangi2 was manned and ready for this call.
Irirangi to Falklands is 9500km. See next
column for 'signal target zone'.
Propagation forecasts based on expected sun
spot activity were available. See over page.
It was not uncommon for an Admiral at Whitehall
to phone direct for frequency changes needed by
the Falklands Fleet.
One colonial taking a call probably had the Ad-
miral’s staff in hysterics. 'Admiral? Whitehall?
You pulling my leg? I'm not not stupid 'click'.

For NR22 this was not their first rodeo, their chal-
lenge was perhaps not going to be the increase
in traffic but the importance of it.

1 Later Commodore Alan Peck RNZN ONZM
2 Technically all references to NR2 should be
NavcommstaWaiouru. In 1971, NR 2 operational title
became Naval Communication StationWaiouru .
NR2 is used because for brevity.

THE FALKLANDS WAR
Began 2 April 1982, when Argentina invaded and
occupied the Falkland Islands, followed by the
invasion of South Georgia the next day. On 5
April, the British government dispatched a naval
task force to engage the Argentine Navy and Air
Force before making an amphibious assault on
the islands.
The conflict lasted 74 days and ended with an
Argentine surrender on 14 June.
Please read this study Harvard University.
The RN Task Force in the South Atlantic Ocean
comprised 127 ships, consisting of 43 Royal
Navy vessels, 22 from the Royal Fleet Auxiliary,
62 STUFT [Ships Taken Up From Trade].
War zone 35°S to 60°S, 3000km long and about
300km out into the South Atlantic..
In NZ that'd be North Cape to 60°S [Ocean Sta-
tion Oscar [Deep Freeze Pukaki and Rotoiti].
Falklands are equivalent of 200km S of Bluff.
The RN needed shore to ship broadcasts and
ship to shore to support RN services.
The RN request was made under the Long Dis-
tance Scheme to which NZ was a signatory.
The RNZN by providing Irirangi's services did
not become a participant in the Falklands War
with the UK against Argentina. See link above.
Fleet dispersal started when Argentina sur-
rendered. Irirangi commitment unknown.
Mrs Thatchers' PR machine milked the return of
the hero's without shame.
'The White Whale', SS Canberra proud, dirty and
battle worn with 2500 returning 45th Com-
mando really jerked the Nations heart strings. Its
on YouTube as is a lot of the above.

RNZN VERSION OF THE FALKLANDSWAR.
Annual Report 1983 (for 1982)

Albeit the version for public consumption
.HMNZS Irirangi has maintained Defence com-
munications with Australia, Honolulu, and Van-
couver, and with naval ships at sea. It has also
assisted with search and rescue communica-
tions as required.

Hansard UK.The New Zealand Government and
people have been absolutely magnificent in their
support of this country, of the Falkland Islanders
and of the rule of liberty and the rule of law. I
shall gladly convey that to Mr. Muldoon, who, only
yesterday, reminded me "Don't forget. In New
Zealand, we are still a member of the same fam-
ily." Prime Minister Thatcher

1982 CALLED TO DUTY
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9500km

RADIO WAVES AND THE IONOSPHERE

The Ionosphere wraps the earth and we bounce
radio waves off it. The Ionosphere is influenced
by the sun which effects how radio waves are go-
ing to bounce at any time of the day.
Many things are going on with radio waves and
the Ionosphere, we are only interested in one of
them: 2 examples for the radio waves
A 8mhz at 1200 waves radiate more vertically.
They bounce back to the earth then back to the
ionosphere, and so on - shorter hops. Between
the bounces is a 'dead area'. Signals lose power
with every bounce.
B 20 MHz at the same time of day. Radio waves
radiate to the ionosphere at a less critical angle.
The signal bounces back to earth after a longer
hop and as shown reaches our target area on the
first bounce. A stronger signal too.
For an area broadcast you use a number of fre-
quencies at the same time saturating the area
with bounces and hopefully no dead areas.

WHAT ABOUT SATELLITES
Strategic satellite links were used in Falkland
Fleet but SCOT terminals interfered with antimis-
sile ECM with fatal consequences.
The Argentine Universities had also worked out
how to detect 'passive' RN satellite receivers.

THE BOUNCE
If it was not for all
that bouncing
HMNZS Irirangi
would have
been nothing
more than the
home of a
bloody good

rugby team.

Very simplistic, I hope you catch the ball

DEFENCE TELEPRINTER NETWORK
Secure permanent teleprinter communications
network linking world's allied military.
Traffic flow is automated on the wire.. When it
arrives at Irirangi there is human intervention,
JADAO [Just another day at the office].

FALKLANDS FLEET BROADCASTS
The RN had huge problems with reception and
traffic capacity. Broadcasted shore to ship mes-
sages get rerun later in case the original was
missed. Overload happens when you get so
much new traffic you cannot do reruns.
Just as with your home broadband where there
are lots of TV channels on the same cable, radio
broadcasts could do that even back then.
But if radio reception is the issue Irirangi on dif-
ferent frequencies from a different direction is
your backstop. Technically can't be simultaneous
due to the time messages take to get around
the world on the DTN. So have Irirangi dedic-
ated to reruns, a ‘mirror’ of the broadcast but
say 30 minutes later. For non Comms a mes-
sage is basically what you could call an email.
Bottom line. the job is always; get it in, get it out
without mistakes, without delays.
Give that any name you like.

FALKLANDS SHIP TO SHORE.
Potentially 127 ships up never! All prime targets
for DF and Argentine air launched missile.
Standard practice, a well defended big ship e.g
HMS Ark Royal collects all the messages and
sends them in batches through to Irirangi or any
of the UK stations
You just get on working as fast as the network
permits. You have proved you are good at it

NT 1 TRANSMITTERS 'THE SHARP END'
They had to carry out frequent changes chasing
the bounce with ever shifting ionosphere layers..
The sharp end of the operation was at Transmit-
ters if they had not been able to beam transmis-
sions reliably this article would not exist.
Tony J says "A wonderful feat of engineering via
copper wire across 3 or 4 continents into Wel-
lington then us. I remember inserting a tip-ring-
sleeve patch cord into the trusty central card-
assembled-shelf-equipment for the Irirangi
team to work their magic to the Falklands. A
nice letter was later received from Whitehall".
It was no mean feat to keep their old equipment
on the air. Upgrades had been stamped 'NOT AP-
PROVED' and sent to the bottom of the pile yet
again. Purse opened after this.

Navcommsta Waiouru and the Falklands War 1982 Continued

THE IRIRANGI
COMMITMENT
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RIP THE OFFICE
The Falklands War came to HMNZS Irirangi
without any warning. Perhaps the busiest and
most intense period since late WW2.
With ships being sunk and lives lost. There had
never been a greater need for excellence. Irir-
angi put in a peak throughout their Falklands
commitment. The statistics were never released
but RN knew how well Irirangi had performed..
The RN were absolutely delighted with their con-
tribution to the successful outcome of the Falk-
land Conflict.
The official Royal Navy BRAVO ZULU was carried
by HMS Invincible to Wellington in 1983.

Navcommsta Waiouru and the Falklands War 1982 Continued

NR 2WATCH KEEPERS
The RN global systems, had one purpose, to pass
messages expeditiously to and from their South
Atlantic Fleet. Anything routed in or out through to
Irirangi left RN influence when it arrived in the
fields of Waiouru. If Irirangi failed so did the sys-
tem. No question about that ever happening this
is why they were there and been trained for.
The RN had high praise for the men and women
called to action at NAVCOMMSTA WAIOURU.
They did an outstanding job throughout the Falk-
lands operation were an essential to the RN.

GENERALLY ABOUT NR2 AND NT1
The Aussies opinion of equipment and crew
numbers is on pages 33/34.
Original NR2 building was still in use. Part of iy
housed the Radio Electrical watch-keepers on
order wires and fixed service engineering.
The aerial farms and transmitters had been up-
dated but were overdue for replacement. But
what was written on the tin back in the 40's still
worked. Funding arrived some years later.

THE REST OF IRIRANGI
The ships company were going about their du-
ties and daily support of TX1 and NR2 more busy
than usual but many wouldn't know why.
NR2 is 9k from Waiouru so you bussed or used
your own car. Watches were 12 hours.
Army meals were delivered in Hot Boxes. Served
up then eaten on your work station.
The daily surprise during the Falkland War was
when you took the tinfoil lid off your meal.
Eligible men received a rum ration. Jossman left
Rum Stops for the off coming watch. Drink tot,
maybe a pint of stout against Cold and Flu .

KEEPING QUIET ABOUT THE FALKLANDS
The media got a sniff something was going on.
Smoke out front at TX, a car pulled up and a guy
with a camera with long lens zipped of a burst.
Into car and up the Desert Rd. The REMs who
had no specific briefing rung this in toot sweet.
The Police bagged 'Scoops' at Rangipo. Ragged
him bagged him and drew lots for his Burberry.
Film of a 'family picnic' never made it home.
Now did somebody talk or just work it out as being a
logical thing for Irirangi to be doing?
Argentina would be monitoring Irirangi might
detect a surge in activity at Irirangi with nothing
going on in NZ. The broadcast runs all the time
but they would note Irirangi was loud and clear
ALL DAY LONG. They would know a special fre-
quency plan was being used.
The 'game' between the UK and Argentina
around the Falklands was decades old. RN Ice
Protection ships e.g. HMS Protector called Irir-
angi from time to time.

RETICENCE, CAN THE STORY BE TOLD?
44 years later a cone of silence hangs over Irir-
angi and the Falklands. It was, and to some still
is, simply politics. Robert Muldoon did not want
the world [NZ voters and stirrers of everything]
to know NZ's Irirangi was providing strategic
support to the UK in the war with Argentina.

HOWWERE IRIRANGI DOING THAT?
RN is sending messages to Irirangi on the DTN
with a 'routing indicator for Z11W [the broadcast]
for which they requested a different frequency
plan. Not hard to guess why.
Its pieces of paper with sequential numbers, a
precedence, date-time-group, and an address,
contents unknown. Like a postal sorting depot;
get paper in, get paper out to where its ad-
dressed, without mistakes or delays.
And they can send messages back through us.
This was not the first time Irirangi had stepped
up to the plate in support of a battle being
fought on the other side of the world.
Eggy, Halson and William started creating 'The
Office', Waiouru W/T in 1942. Modernization,
technology and training polished the operation.
In 82 Irirangi was doing the same job. Even in
2022 tucked under the Cruiser Block its the
same old same. [new aerials/TX/RX of course]
Irirangi summed up The Falklands War saying it
was just another day at the Office.
The 'baddies' knew where that Office was, what
they did there and what was going on.
Hola jefe. Esa es la oficina que construyeron
Eggy, Halson y William en el 42. Magnífica.
Hey Chief. That is the Office that Eggy, Halson andWilliam built
in 42. Magnificent
Gran equipo de rugby luce camiseta del mismo
azul que Los Pumas
"Great rugby team wear jerseys the same blue as Los Pumas
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THE FINAL COMPOSITION OF HMNZS IRIRANGI
1. Administration and Accommodation Block (Frigate Block) - This is situated within the Waiouru Milit-
ary Camp and provides living and recreational space and facilities for 58 Junior Rates and 6 Senior
Rates. Offices comprise one block of the four for administrative needs.
2. Receiver Site: 500 acres approximately 7 KM south of Waiouru, is the site for the Naval Receivers
Building (NR2), the NZCSO building (NR1), a large aerial farm, married quarters for 5 officers, a rugby
ground (Thorne Park) with facilities and a Social and Sports Clubrooms.
3. Transmitter Site: 400 acres approximately 1 KM north of Waiouru accommodating the Transmitter
Hall, ancillary buildings (Naval Stores, Diesel Hit, Garage and Rigging Hut) and a large aerial farm.
During its wartime peak, W/T Station Waiouru had an establishment of about 150 officers and ratings,
of which more than 80 were Wrens who did most of the operating.
After the War, all the Wrens were sent to Auckland and Navy Office, Wellington.
The Station’s major achievement during the war was in broadcasting for the British Pacific Fleet off
Japan, when it was found that the American Circuits were too heavily loaded to handle the British Ad-
miralty’s traffic.
The Queen’s message to the Commonwealth, Christmas 1953, was broadcast from Government House
using Naval Transmitters.
On October 30th, 1951, the establishment was commissioned as HMNZS IRIRANGI.
In 1971, to distinguish between the operational and administrative role of the establishment, a further
title was promulgated. The administrative side remained as HMNZS IRIRANGI and Naval Communic-
ation Station Waiouru became the operational title.

The new Irirangi. Taken looking over the swimming pool From the right, senior rates accommodation and
senior rates mess Office block. CO’s Office faced the road. To the left Junior rates cabins etc.
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For financial reasons, it was decided that support for HMNZS IRIRANGI would come from the Army,
and plans were made to take up occupancy in the Treasury Barrack Waiouru Military Camp.
The initial move planned for 7th December, 1970, was delayed until 16th December, as the Barracks
were not up to Naval Standards. However, the Barracks could only accommodate the Junior Rates liv-
ing Quarters. Senior Rates accommodation and the administration offices remained at the old camp
until 1973.
The Junior Rates accommodation was then renamed the Frigate Block and was officially opened by
Rear Admiral L.C. CARR, CB, DSC, on the 21st January 1971.
Plans were then drawn up for the additions to the Frigate Block to accommodate the Senior Rates and
administrative offices, and construction commenced toward the end of 1972.
The final move; paying off the old site and* recommissioning of the new, took place on 29 June 1973.
In the meantime, the Army Fire Brigade had taken great delight in burning down the old camp for fire
exercises on 15 May 1974.
The old Quartermasters Lobby was taken over as the IRIRANGI Sports and Social Club.
Final renovations to this were completed in 1979, and, officially opened by the Commodore Auckland
on 7 November 1979.
On 1 November 1977 thirty two years after the Wrens were posted from the area, 10 female Radio Op-
erators drafted back to IRIRANGI.
Being an ‘all-male’ establishment for so long the male population were somewhat taken aback. There
were no facilities for the females, so they were accommodated with the WRACs in Faenza Barracks un-
til the renovations could be made.
On April 20th, 1978, a further 14 Female Ratings (9 radio operators and 5 Communication Centre Op-
erators) arrived and became part of IRIRANGI’s Ship’s Company, and together with the first 10 took
up residence in the Frigate Block.
The establishment at IRIRANGI at 1992 was:
3 Officers
11 Senior Ratings (1 Female)
27 Junior Ratings (13 Female)
8 Civilians (1 Female)

Rear Admiral LG Carr. opening the new
HMNZS IRIRANGI atWaiouru in 1971.
LG Carr was the last CO of NavalW/T
Waiouru and the first CO of HMNZS Irirangi.
He was also the first career officer appointed and first to
have completed the Long Communications
course at HMS Mercury. That communications
specialisation Long C, only God and choosen career naval
officers need apply . Many of who became Admirals.

The aerial of the Frigate Block in 2022.

FINAL COMPOSITION OF HMNZS IRIRANGI continued
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2020

Note; The Captains
Housewas moved
acrossWaiaruhe

Road into the ‘Camp'
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IN THE BEGINNING AT WAIOURU W/T
big politicalwheels turned for this place to come into existence.
Three people to look at as more than a name, rank and serial number.

Lt Cdr EH Biggs MBE RNZN
Acting WO Tel CO 2/9/42 to 8/8/43.
Acting Tel Lt CO 17/7/49-16/6/51.
The goto man for comms in the early
NZ Navy. He was qualified a the top
P&T Grade PMG1.

In 1940 Tel CPO Biggs was ordered to extend
1930's trials in the Waiouru area for suitability for
a long range HF Naval Radio Station. Then direc-
ted begin construction. Stations first CO.
Roles for Tel officers after the war. Operations •
Planning • Training design and management.
Eggy, outgoing and popular in all those roles.
He is remembered as the Grandfather of the
RNZN Comms Branch.
Early comms training was on Motuihe Is. He
planned the creation of the new Communications
Training School when the Army moved out of
North Head in 1956.
He retired in 1963 and passed away in 1985.

Tel WO William Brewer DSM MBE RNZN
XO 43-46. Temp Tel Lt CO 46-49.
Prewar HAM with RNZNVR service
in Achilles. Worked as radio oper-
ator at Himitangi, Wellington.
Participated in the design, manufac-
ture, installation of the transmitters

that were shifted from North Head to Waiouru.
One of first NZers ranked Tel WO, he was battle
hardened in naval communications and man-
aging his people when the going was tough.
Highly thought of by all on Achilles and Waiouru,
fondly called Mother.
The appointment of this outstanding officer as
XO gave those at Waiouru some balance.
William was the driving force in operational de-
velopment of both receivers and transmitters
contributing to the high standards they reached.
Gazetted MBE as Temp Tel Lt and CO in 48.
William retired in 1949, after 6 years in Waiouru,
3 of those years as CO.
Aged 42 he went farming near Otorohanga.
He had had his fill of wireless and system and
looking after cows was an easy choice.
William passed away in 1989.

Tel Lt Halson Philpott MBE RNZN
CO 9/8/43 to 10/4/46.
An Imperial serving the NZ Division
of the RN. He first shows up in the
June 1941 Gazette a Tel WO, Philomel
to Navy Office as Wireless Intelli-
gence Officer. Seniority June 1934.

Where did he get the knowledge for that job?
Signals intelligence was co-ordinated by a small
analytical team under Philpott at Navy Office,
and made a very useful contribution operation-
ally to the Allied signals intelligence effort. Phil-
pott closely controlled the D/F and REB intercept
operations, the product going to both COIC and
elsewhere. I/C HF DF stations at Awarua, Musick
Point and Waipapakauri. Philpott was in charge
of all shore-based wireless intelligence at the
start of the Pacific war. By 1942 also in a think
tank with academics studying JN-25 use.
He influenced law changes so female telegraph-
ists and coders could work night shifts.
In late 1942 CNS ordered a rethink of Navy Intel-
ligence and it was time for a job change.
MBE awarded before departing though.
He was appointed CO Waiouru. The new-found
importance of JN-25 collection and breaking in
the Pacific cipher war was a pointer. He was an
expert in Japanese communications, signal in-
terception, code breaking. Waiouru was a prime
source of wireless Intelligence. It was logical he
remain active in the wireless war while CO at
Waiouru. He was frequently away, possibly meet-
ings in Wellington.

His official car was better than a Waiouru CO
needed, being suited for regular long trips on
roads of the era.
For a decade he had been embedded in Navy
Office. There you live in a parallel universe with
little to do with Navy life and crew management.
He now had a command.
There was stern discipline, a lot of restrictions
and low quality of life. Leading by good example,
not something he knew anything about.
Many of his crew had been in battle for several
years and this was their entitled 'down time'.
Went months without leave, not even for births.
In 46 he departed unlamented by all, not as you
might expect to Naval Intelligence. Past UBD?
Philpott passed away in Taupo 1984.

Distinguished Service Medal (DSM)
Chief Petty Officer Telegraphist William L Brewer
H.M.S Achilles Royal Navy February 23rd, 1940
"In recognition of the gallant and successful action with the
"Admiral Graf Spee." Citation: "whose training and
organisation of the W/T department successfully withstood
the supreme test of battle. His coolness and ability, when
under fire, in repairing damage to W/T equipment, on the
upper deck and below decks, resulted in Achilles' W/T being
in full working order again in a very short time, and in
getting the first Enemy Report through."

Battle of the River Plate CLICK

https://www.mobys.nz/achilles-chapter-22/
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MEMORIES
P0 WREN NOELINE DE COURCY

(NEE FANNING)
POWren Noline Fanning Naval Radio Station atWaiouru during
WWII August 1943 to the end of 1945.
Mrs Noeline De Courcy (Nee FanningWRNZS 12) Dunedin” story
written June 1975 - 30 years later!
Noeline Joan De Courcy passed away on Tuesday 10th July 2007,
peacefully at her Darfield home. In her 85th year. Photo and Copy
RNZN Comms Association.
Twenty girls enlisted in the Navy in June 1942 for the first class of telegraphists and we became the
first Wrens in NZ- apart from Miss Herrick, the Superintendent and Miss Fenwick, and one driver. My
number was WRNZS 12. We trained under Mr E. Biggs. A concentrated W/T six week course at Navy
Office Wellington. We were then put into watches at the combined Post Office Navy Radio Station on
Tinakori Hill Wellington (ZLP) for a year, coming and going from the Wrens Hostel in Hobson Street or
home.I was among the first draft of Wrens to Waiouru Naval W/T Station (ZLO) 5 miles south of the
Army Camp, in the midst of a snowfall in August 1943. We comprised 4 telegraphists, 4 teleprinter op-
erators and one driver. More Wrens were drafted as the Radio Equipment was installed and the radio
schedules were taken over from ZLP.
The camp was shared with the Air Force at first, but the radio stations were separate. (The Air Force
were there for the same purpose). The place seemed to be swarming with RAAFs when we arrived, and
we soon had the impression that the Navy worked more “economically”! For example, apart from the
fact that we could do 20 WPM morse on enlisting, we had been trained in all aspects of the particular
job to be done in just 6 weeks then “put to work”, whereas the Air Force girls had spent months doing
what seemed to us, a great deal of irrelevant training.
I cannot recall how long we shared camp with the Air Force but it was apparent that, administratively,
it was not a happy arrangement. The WAAFS were sent else-where and the Air Force men moved in to
the Army Camp. Our Camp then became noticeably more “shipshape”.
There would have been 80-90 Wrens at the camp and 60-70 men. Third Officer Mary Chesney (who
later married Lt Phillpot was Wren Officer and was liked and respected. (Known as “Ches”).
The girls under her included 4-5 Petty Officer Telegraphists, a P.O. Stores, a P.O. in charge of food,
menus etc, Leading Wrens in various branches, and Wren Cooks, stewards, stores, cleaners, one sick-
bay, one secretary, telephonists, teleprinter operators and telegraphists. Each girl had her particular
job to do and it would be fair to say that it was done well. There seemed very little overlapping of jobs,
although at times we complained of being overworked! (our pay was 4 Shillings and 6 pence per day).
The Wren Drivers did a terrific job, the male drivers were only there on short recuperation or rotation
drafts from long sea service. Drivers ferried the radio mechanics back and forth to the transmitting
stations 5 or 6 miles a day, sometimes in atrocious conditions, back and forth to the Railway Station,
Army Camp etc, and drove the large troop carriers in and out of Taihape on old winding road.
The return trip from Taihape, after most of the Matelot's had taken the opportunity of inspecting the
local brewery, must have been a trial indeed!
Many a stop was made before turning off the main
road into camp for a keg or dozen to be 'planted'.
The Wrens joined in local sport at Taihape and
each winter entered a basketball team in the local
competition, and a tennis team in summer.
The personnel of teams fluctuated somewhat be-
cause of watch keeping of course. We were never
short of sideline supporters who came along to
loudly cheer on the basketball team, and also the
mens Rugby Team.

XO Tel WOW L Brewer DSM, [MBE 1948]
OICWRNZNS 3rd Officer Tel M Chesney [MBE 1946].
CO Tel Lt H Philpott [MBE 1943]
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A proper Tennis Court never quite eventuated at
the camp during the war, but Mr Biggs and his wife
rented a house nearby and kindly gave us use of a
court there, also a neighboring farmer, and the
Army at their camp.
Athletic meetings were occasionally held down at
the back of the Q.M.’s hut, and the girls were
sometimes allowed to join in cricket there also.
The most useful sports facility though, was our 9
hole golf course. The farmers who owned land next
to the camp and across the road allowed it’s use
for golf and this was very much appreciated.
After some golfing enthusiasts among the men
had made 9 greens, the little course was a joy to
have. One could always find at least one other person to play with, or sometimes a whole watch would
go around together after coming off watch at 0800 and having breakfast.
After some years of “sparker” watch-keeping, nerves were getting a bit taut, and we found that we
sank into a deep sleep after “winding down” out on the golf course and having a hot shower.
Many a dance or concert was held in the YMCA, and it was bad luck for those who had to go on watch
that night, or for those who were on at 0200 and had to be in bed by 2100!
The camp had an energetic social committee and they organized all sorts or dress-up dances and
much fun was had by all. We even had our own excellent band.
It was nice to be able to return hospitality by inviting neighboring civilians on these occasions. As can
be assumed, the camp was something of a matrimonial bureau!
Our officers had, from the outset, decided against imposing non-fraternization, and to all intents and
purposes, this trust in the young people under their command paid off. There were friendships and
some eventual marriages amongst the Wrens and Men working in and around the camp, but because
the Radio Mechanics were “stuck” at Waiouru with their job, they and the Wrens seemed to pair off.
Some of our girls were already engaged to boys overseas, and two or three of these lost their fi-
ancee’s while serving.
The Wrens, and probably a lot of the men too, owed a debit of gratitude to the neighboring farmers.
Most of us were welcomed into local homes and it was such a pleasure to leave the camp once in a
while for a “normal” fireside.
The Receiving and Transmitting Stations were established at Waiouru mainly because of the clarity of
the atmosphere. We worked in four watches (except at leave time when we worked in three), and for a
while there were seven per watch - a male Petty Officer, Wren L/Tel, 1 male Tel, 3 Wren Tels and 1
Wren teleprinter operator. (All messages were sent Navy Office and Waiouru per teleprinter landline).
Watches later increased to about 5 male Tels and 8 Wren Tels, plus the others.
For the most part, Wrens were there for the duration, but the men telegraphists just came for short
rest periods from serving at sea. We had on each watch an older Tel. (ex Post Office) whose job it was
to monitor Japanese signals.
Apparently Jap shipping did not observe radio silence as ours did, and we believe that the intercep-
tion of their signals was of importance to Intelligence.
Each watch later had one male Tel. (also ex Post Office I think) who worked, or read, a “bug” with NIT

Honolulu (this was probably after America came
into the war).
Except for some high speed work (which was
typed onto tape and then put through a Creed at
400wpm if conditions were perfect), all of the
radio work was done by hand key morse. (One’s
day was made if you got X50 - Your morse is
good!).
The Receiving Station positively bristled with
electricity and Morse.
We worked schedules with Admiralty, Australia,
Suva, Canada, Papeete, India, read G.M.s (gen-
eral messages for British Navy all over the world)
and monitored three ship/shore frequencies.

Memories of PO Wren Tel Noeline Fanning Continued
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The Suva sked carried the messages
for shipping in the Pacific - mes-
sages being sent and then repeated
back to sender.
We worked “duplex” whenever ne-
cessary with Admiralty or Australia -
that is, one operator sending and
one receiving on two frequencies,
one sked. (I worked a lot with one
boy who had had a bad time in a
submarine - he receiving and me
sending.)
One person per watch was tea
bosun. One of the Wren Tels would
work out duty rosters for a week or
two ahead (all very democratic) and
we would go to that sked on arrival on watch.
Trouble was, that the more experienced ones of-
ten had to be taken off easy skeds when the go-
ing got hard and conditions poor on the busier
ones!
The watches we worked were 0800 - 1300, 1300
- 1900, 1900 - 0200, 0200 - 0800. Worked one
on, two off, then 36 hours break.
Our busiest time occurred between VE and VJ
Day, when the British moved out to the Indian
Ocean(or thereabouts) to assemble, preparatory
to finishing off the Japs - but of course the
Americans did it with the atom bomb.

We peeled the potatoes and other vegetables for
whole of camp on that morning off and the
wardroom steward supplied wonderful coffee..

We went on watch and worked at tremendous
pressure for the whole watch without even time
to dash along to the loo! We became quite used
to putting aside a stack of messages to make
way for ones of higher priority which in turn
made way for even higher priorities.
The reason for all this was that ZLO was acting
as link between the Fleet and Admiralty.
After the “bomb” the Armistice signing was of
course just as important, and just as busy. (It
must be remembered that everything was coded
and we had no idea of what was contained in the
messages we handled).
Later though, the lists of released prisoners of
war started to come through in plain language.
It was sad to see one of our girls, whose fiancée
had gone missing at Singapore, vainly looking
through the lists each time she came on watch.
The radio station was never fenced or guarded
during the war. Certainly, no Civilians were al-
lowed in. Various VIP’s were escorted through by
Lt Philpott on occasions, but I cannot remember
whom. We were usually too busy to take much
notice.
It was only in the later stages that we were
driven over to the station, unless the weather
was very bad. We enjoyed the walk, no matter
how cold, and of course there was many a snow-
ball fight on the way. At 0200 the walk over
woke us up, and the walk back in the fresh quiet
atmosphere was balm itself after the noise and
pressure of the watch just completed. The girls
were issued with proper oilskins, “sou’westers”
gumboots and bellbottoms. We needed them!
Towards the end of 1945 the Wrens were gradu-
ally replaced by men and were then either de-
mobbed, or assisted with clerical work at Navy
Office until that was completed.

Memories of PO Wren Tel Noeline Fanning Continued

3rd Officer Tel Mary Chesney
MBE WRNZS.
1941 Wren prospects like Mary
were employed as administrative
assistants. Suspect in NI.
This 'admin service' earned her
seniority to enlist as a 3rd Officer

when WRNZS were reintroduced into RNZN,
Mary proved to be a good choice, a fine leader,
respected and much loved by her Wrens.
Waiouru Naval W/T Station was then regarded as
the most important Naval Establishment in NZ.
There were 80 Wrens at the camp. 4-5 PO Tele-
graphists, PO Stores, PO Catering, Leading
Wrens of various branches, Wren Cooks, Stew-
ards, Stores, Cleaners, Sickbay, secretary, tele-
phonists, teleprinter ops and telegraphists.
Mary was awarded the MBE in 1946.
Only two women received a Kings honour for NZ
WW2 service in 1946.
The other was the Chief WRNZS.
Mary married Mr. Halson Philpott late in 1946.
Mary passed away in 1974.
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Huts were covered with ash which penetrated
clothing and electronic equipment during the 1945
eruption of Mt Ruapehu.

They certainly got their moneys worth for length of
service of these structures. The lower dormitory
blocks, many of which were used for stores after the
war and into the 70's. Also non-watchkeepers cabins
and social; club.

“If you buggers want any dinner bring mygalley trays
back.” “Get stuffed Chef this is more fun.

That cab shape, door crease, door frame petrol
capbsay this is Ford 1940 1 and half ton pickup truck.
100% certain drivers name is Robertson.

Riley and his Ford Model A. Very popular car at Irirangi as they could be run off the fuel for the
heater in the dining room [fuel pipe wound around exhaust manifold].
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Captains car. 1942 Ford Four Door. Flat head V8
85hp 3 speed. This was a powerful car and
would have heen ideal for NZ roads at the time.
Another thing, it had an engine with a reputation
that it would always start no matter how cold.
Why did he have such a car?
Perhaps those clandestine jaunts to Tokaanu
with hisWRNZS officer were to meetings with
Naval Intel specialists from Auckland.
Or a sign of the skullduggery that went on in
Navy Office in those times.

The 4x4 Ford but there were other brands. This
was the daily driver trooper for people moving.
Capacity 30 friends?

The ubiquitous Ford 1.5 ton 'pickup' the maid of
all work would be used for many duties. You
could do watch changes, kids to school.
Kids had to be tough back then, none of this
"what you you like to learn today" stuff..

THE DRIVERS
HISTORY CAN BE UNKIND TO PEOPLE BECAUSE OF THE JOBS THEY WERE GIVEN

Talk about Irirangi then you are going to talk about
driving. Why, because due to the traveling time you
sooner or later purchased a car. It was a rite of pas-
sage. The ERA and stokers ran a production line and
within weeks you were driving like a maniac covering
incredible distances for little reason. Private cars is a
story for another time.
The Drivers here are those souls posted to Waiouru
to drive the Navy vehicles to keep the place running
and the morse keys clicking.
'Postie' did not take it in that some people are in-
capable of dealing with people and pressure. Unfor-
tunately those are the ones we remember.
Much to tell, focus on the start.
1943/1944 Wrens and Ratings on furlough from the
war for a few short peaceful months were the Drivers.
The roads. Waiouru roads out to Ohakune and down
to Taihape were narrow, winding, badly or not sur-
faced, badly cambered, full of potholes, devoid of
markings and built totally without any thoughts about
safety. Oh black ice and snow not an excuse. Lets
not forget the Army convoys.
Desert Road was said to be barely formed.
Drivers had to negotiate roads in a big tough hard
arsed Army truck with a stubborn gearbox….
Cornered like a tank, a water tank. Springs spec'd to
haul ammo for five days across the desert. AND full
of people on a strict time table.

BECOMING DRIVER
Easy for men in early 40’s. Wrens, the old fashioned
way “hands up all those who know what a truck is"
"Right you, you and you catch the Rattler to Waiouru
tonight". This is war, you've a week to find it, drive it,
fix it, clean it. Licence, Licence it's Waiouru. Bit short
eh, getting in the cab is needs to needs to be given
priority. You're doing the 0200 watch change Friday.

.WHAT SORT OF VEHICLE
Without reliable transport the station Lt Philpott was
told to build would not run. It was said that this was
the most important naval establishment in NZ. and
sourcing vehicles would not be a problem.
Deciding what they were, how many there were and
where they come from is beyond my resources.
Petrol shortages and rubber shortages in the mix.
Waiouru was occupied by the 3 services maybe there
was a vehicle pool in Waiouru Camp.?
From photographs of Waiouru people can identify 2
4x4 trucks and one Ford 1.5 ton truck in use at
Waiouru W/T.
The workshop has always been there which indicates
vehicles were on a permanent allocation.
As the war progressed the US arrived on our shores
and the range of vehicles would have expanded.
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1943 they had 9 drivers, 6 ratings and 4Wrens TheWrens would have served for the duration. The ratings had
already been to war. Only a short rest and the back to the war at sea.

Memories of being a Driver Continued

CAPTAINS CAR
The quality of the car he was given was a bit over
the top for just driving around Waiouru.
The 1942 Ford four door. See previous page.
Not done to have the CO driving himself on offi-
cial business. Driver allocated for this vehicle.
His trips away self driven to Wellington, 4.3 hours
then, for meetings about his 'real' work.
Frequent self driven trips to places like Tokaanu,
proved the car was good on the Desert Road too.

OTHER CARS
How many cars were needed? It did not matter
about the brand but the ability to get around the
station in all weathers would be paramount.
1. XO WO Brewer He would drive himself?
2. 3rd Officer 4th Officer, Camp run-about. Driver.
3. Transmitters always need a car. Driver?
So the count is three.

HOWMANY?
170 Ships Co plus dependents. Three 4x4 and
three 1.5 ton trucks might be enough
Navy, ask for 4 you get 2. Best guess 2x 4x4, 1x
1.55 ton [and 3 cars].
You have 9 drivers (in 43) thats 7 vehicles a day
(2 drivers off). No point trying to think it through.
That brings us to the mission and what tasks the
Drivers had to do. We can only fire an arrow into
the air with random thoughts.

1942 Hillman Minx. Not saying they had these, it is
shown as an example of a smaller military issue car
of the day. Air Force definately had them.

• Watch changes. 0800 - 1300 - 1900 – 0200
Receivers 1 mile, Transmitters 6 miles away.

• School Taihape & Ohakune. am, pm weekdays.
• Admin Waiouru, Taihape, Waiouru Army.
• Mail to and from trains.
• 'Safe hand' courier bags off trains.
• Stores from train. How many trains a day?.
• Drafting in and out at least 2 trains a day.
• Dump for rubbish not suitable Camp dump.
• Fuel in drums for the Camp [heaters].
• Fuel vehicles at Waiouru.
• Stores Receivers, Transmitters, Auckland.
• Ohakune and Taihape for consumables.
• Army Camp other services e.g medical.
• Transport: basketball, cricket, rifle range, foot-
ball. Utiku indoor shooting, movies, dances,
rugby, market day, games night, concerts,
sports days etc etc.

• Liberty Taihape. No private cars in early days.
• Shopping for families Taihape in 4x4's. Large
troop carriers on the old winding road. The re-
turn trip from Taihape, after most of the sailors
had been inspecting the pub, must have been
a trial indeed!
Friday afternoon tradition lived, on leave camp
1200 and return at 1700 be you on it or not.

• Ships co picnics Tokaanu. Desert Road was no
sealed and it would be a rough ride. You
needed either strong drink or a cuddle.

The only short trip is to Receivers.
This job is all time, speed, distance with Mother
Nature on your shoulder keeping to a schedule
set in stone by a war.
9 drivers, getting one who was grumpy or drove
too fast or unsafely was inevitable. The only cure
for that might be a Wren driver.
On stores runs a second Driver or member of
ships co would be along for unloading/loading.

A thought. Driver, the only trade that has stood
the test of time. They are trying but not yet re-
placed by a computer..
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MEMORIES FROM
OFFICERS STEWARD

MARIE KING WRNZNS
By Miss Marie King, Russell. QSM 1975 [D 1986]

Notes from “Happy in the Service” by Grant Howard
1985 “Snows of Ruapehu”

Waiouru NavalW/T Station 1944-45

I joined the W.R.N.Z.N.S. at the end of 1943. My
O/N was 500. Somehow the system put my entry
form on hold for several months, I would prob-
ably have gone to "Philomel" for the duration and
would never have seen Waiouru.
When it surfaced I was sent to Wellington. Here
I made history by being NZ's only colour blind
Wren which, as a number of people informed
me gravely, "created a bit of a problem".
They solved it, it would seem, by deciding that I
could not do much harm washing dishes, and
sent me out to the Control of Mines Base at
Worser Bay, where a galley hand was needed.
The Worser Bay establishment was fairly small, and was run by the R.N.R. and the R.N.V.R. It was well
run, but it certainly was not "pusser".
The only Wrens were the galley staff, which numbered about 10. In February, 1944, word came that,
with one or two exceptions, we were to be drafted in a body to Waiouru.
Like everyone else who ever heard that he or she was to be drafted to Waiouru we were aghast, and
several of the Worser Bay ratings who had been there had a happy time telling us about the icicles
and the frost and the hail and snow.
Nothing to look at, we were told, but a dirty great mountain, acres of pine trees and miles and miles of
tussock! In the mess, the metal-handled knives had to be dipped in the tea before you used them, or
your fingers got frost bitten, and the tea itself froze solid before you could drink it!
It is not surprising that, by the time we left Wellington, we sunk deep in gloom and despondency.
There were eight of us, all cooks and stewards, two of whom were Leading Wrens.
On Wellington Station we joined the rest of the party - P.O. Wren Peattie (Catering) and four other
Wrens, recent recruits, three of whom were later trained as telephone operators.
The fourth, and senior, operator was a Worser Bay Wren who had been invalided out of the galley. As
far as I know not one of the galley staff had had any training for her job.
Nor had any of them been given any choice of occupation when they signed on. Galley Staff was
needed on the day they appeared on the scene; therefore they were galley staff.
One or two had done the Disciplinary Course; the rest of us did not even know what it was. We were
simply called up, sent to our first Naval Establishment and were set to work.
We were so to speak, gathered up, pushed in, and left to sink or swim. We trained one another or, if
something was beyond us, we appealed to the ratings for advice.
At Waiouru, although many were P.O.'s there were some who had gone into the Service as Seaman
Boys, and there were also a few Imperial ratings who were invaluable as sources of knowledge, but in
a job where the whole establishment depended on you to have meals - good meals - ready without
fail, right on time lack of proper training was a terrible handicap.
We learned, but it was a painful and mortifying process, and very hard on the nerves. I can still re-
member the shock of stepping out of the stuffy carriage on to the Waiouru Railway Station platform at
2200. Even in the middle of February the air was chilly. Once in the camp we found a glow of warmth
in the mess where some of the Wren telegraphists, already on the station, had waited up for us with a
wonderful and enormous pot of tea and some
fresh scones.
Next morning we had a pep talk from the Wren
Officer, Miss Chesney. She ended by saying that
we would be allowed to fraternise with male per-
sonnel as long as we did not abuse the privilege.
Anyone who overstepped the mark would be draf-
ted immediately. (I can't remember that this ever
happened).
Our morale might have been higher that morning
if we had known then what we heard long after-
wards; that all the Wrens, including the galley
staff, had been hand-picked because the Waiouru
Naval W/T Station was then regarded as the most
important Naval Establishment in New Zealand.
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We had been issued with blankets, six each, grey with a red stripe down the middle, two sheets and a
pillow case. (Yellow I think}. Any way they certainly weren’t white)!
There was the routine visit to the Admin Block, and then we were assigned to temporary jobs. At the
time we arrived the station was Air Force establishment and Navy was more or less on sufferance.
When we put in an appearance Air Force personnel were preparing to shift over to new quarters near
the Army Camp, the reason being, we were told, that the flimsy huts on our site were not fit for human
habitation in that climate.
The Navy was made of sterner stuff, or something. Any way they had taken it over. There were still
some Air Force personnel on the station when we started in to clean it in time honoured Navy fashion.
Rather amusing to watch . Perhaps their silent amazement as all hands set to work.
For this was the “proper Navy”, as we very soon found out. Even so it took weeks to make, everything
ship-shape. From then on, although we were as far away from the sea as it is possible to get in New
Zealand, the establishment was run, as far as it was possible, like a ship.
The white ensign flew from the flagstaff. (The Gaff was not added until after Lord Keyes visit).
There was a Quartermaster in a flapping watch coat, and a Ships Bell arrived.
So did Navy issue of more cleaning gear. Also supplies for the mess deck - vast coffee pots, teapots
and baking dishes; crockery - the cups were nearly half an inch thick and weighed 18 ounces - cutlery,
dixies, “gash” cans, saucepans - they had handles to begin with - ghastly tea towels were fluffy, slip-
pery, thick and practically waterproof until they were nearly worn out.
All the things necessary for the launching of the new establishment. Everything that is except egg
cups. I am not sure how it came about that the CO. discovered the absence of egg cups. There should
have been enough egg cups for all hands! Where were they?
Find them! The galley, the stores and all those who worked there, searched for the egg cups without
success. A variety of forms were checked, but it took three Wrens, of whom I was one, to convince
everyone that no egg cups had been among the galley supplies that we had unpacked.
But this was only one of the squalls that punctuated the “getting ship-shape” routine.
The refrigerator broke down.
After an energetic cleaning, half the lavatories wouldn’t run, other half would not stop running.
Some cleaning rags floated away unnoticed and choked a gutter in the Wrennery. By pipe down the
ablution block was awash.
Field mice invaded the Wrennery and chewed holes in our greatcoat lapels which were stiffened with
esparterie, and so on, and so on. And finally, no one wanted the job of Officers Steward.
At that time there were only three people in the Wardroom: The CO. Lt Philpott, W.O. Biggs, and the
Wren Officer, Miss Chesney. Mr Harry Erlam of the Y.M.C.A. arrived later.
Mr Biggs departed for Philomel and Mr Brewer arrived in his place.
This should have been a much sought after job, but in fact it had proved to be an exacting task.
Somehow it fell to my lot, which is why I remember a number of incidents that others have forgotten.
There were some adaptations as things settled down. It was found that Wrens and ratings alike pre-
ferred afternoon tea in the Y.M.C.A. so the victualing allowance was spread over three meals instead
of four. There was a substantial breakfast, lunch which, in summer was cold meat and salad and fresh
scones, and in winter, soup and
something hot such as a mixed
grill or Cornish pasties. (are they
still called Tiddley Oggies?) At
night, there was a hot dinner -
meat, three kinds of vegetables
and a pudding.
The food was first rate and the
standard never varied.
The CO. decided that a separate
menu for the Wardroom was not
necessary.

All hands who could be spared
went for a picnic to Tokaanu.

Memories of Officer Steward Marie King Continued
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Another adaptation was the rig of the day. The first rule was to stay warm and dry. Balaclava caps,
scarves, thick woollen jerseys, skirts and bell bottoms, thick socks and gumboots, sou'westers and
gloves the correct wear.
We looked a rough lot. Nobody would have recognised us all “tiddlied up” to go to Taihape or to the
pictures at the Army Camp. The cold and the altitude bothered us a bit at first, but later we simply did
not have time to think about either. We were always trying to cram more work into half the time ne-
cessary to do it.
For the first few months of my being O.S. I worked 10 hours a day, every day. A few mod cons would
have been a help, but the officers server had none, mod or otherwise. Apart from a large refrigerator
and a little shelf it was empty.
Someone produced a rickety little table, and I helped myself to a hand basin from the galley, and
there I washed all the Wardroom dishes, for I did not dare take them to be washed in the galley. If
that happened I could spend hours trying to find them among the galley plates and cutlery. How I
longed for a sink and a hot water tap of my own!
There were not many labour - saving devices anywhere in the camp.
There was no washing machine, for they were rare in those days; and we did not have a wringer until
one of the telephone operators brought a real veteran from home when she returned from leave. We
did not mind its vintage.
After years of wartime shortages all we asked was
that it would work! A godsend, and ended the in-
furiating overcrowding of the drying room.
In the galley, potatoes for 140 people were
mashed by hand until a rather elderly electric
beater arrived; the first of its kind that we had ever
seen. No one noticed that it was set for high
speed, and no one knew that you did not fill it right
up. to the top, but everyone, including the duty
stoker and A.B.*s gathered around to watch it be-
ing switched on. Before you could say “knife” there
was potato all round the vegetable room walls and
admiring bystanders.
We could have said “Knife” a great many times before the mess was cleaned up, and before all the
mashed potato was combed out of our hair; but we all made a good story out of it and everyone had a
laugh and forgave the small helpings of potato with that days dinner.
Talking of labour-saving devices reminds me that there was no loud speaker system at first.
The Quartermaster tramped around the camp in all weathers piping “Hands to Breakfast” etc, “Out
pipes!” or “Stand Easy”. Sometimes it was “Clear Lower Deck!” (Oh no! we told each other, if it’s the
Articles ofWar again we would scream our heads off!)
Sometimes an old hand would vary the Rig of the Day - “Hairnets and shoelaces!” or “Silk stockings
and sunbonnets!”
Must have been fairly late in 1945 that the loud speaker system was installed because I distinctly re-
member the morning the quartermaster threw open the main door of the Wrennery, shrilled his pipe
longer, more loudly than usual, “Wake up, girls! The war’s over!”
I suppose the loud-speaker was more efficient, but it put finish to the Quartermasters’ variations,
which we thought was rather a pity. The Quartermaster’s announcement above, must have been one of
the very few times we knew how the war was going. Usually there was too much noise to hear the ra-
dio news, and if you put the newspaper down for a minute it disappeared.
And again, there was so little time to worry about it. Which for many of us was a very good thing. By
1944, shortages and rationing were part of life.
No one was allowed to use anymore electricity than was strictly necessary. In Waiouru, no privately
owned electric heaters were permitted. There were a few open fireplaces, and countless little fuel
burning stoves, and a great monster in the Y.M.C.A. The Wrennery had tube like heaters in the main
and side corridors, but their warmth was imperceptible.
Coal was also in short supply, and this was our sorest trial, for it affected the railways and this af-
fected our leave. Leave, what most shore establishments took for granted, and which we were granted
so seldom. In my first 10 months in Waiouru I had one weekend leave.
And do not let it be thought that I was the only sufferer. In those months I had not had a whole day

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Articles_of_War
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off, and apart from an occasional trip to Taihape or a trip
to the pictures or a concert at the Army Camp I had not
been off the station. Yet Lt Philpott was always going to
Tokaanu.
The second year was a little better. Authority sent a few
more Wrens and we were not worked so hard. We were
given another Officers’ Steward, and the telephone oper-
ators, who took it in turns to work in the Officers’ quarters
each morning, were let off the task.
I think it was about time that we were able to put in for weekend leave once in three months.
The ratings vowed that the R.P.O. on Auckland Railway Station “had it in for” the Waiouru Naval Per-
sonnel, though no one knew why, or if it really was so.
I do know that once I had to come back from leave a day earlier than necessary because he would not
allow me to travel on a certain train.
The ratings gave us some very informative lectures on how to circumvent him but I don’t think any
Wren was brave enough to put them into practice!
Cigarettes and Tobacco rationing was another trial for those who smoked. We were each issued with a
cigarette ration card a month I think, and the non-smokers were tenderly wooed by all the rest.
The galley staff (those who were fancy free) usually gave their ration cards to the AB’s in duty watch
who coped with the stokers who were very good about stoking stoves and fires when I was off duty.
One of the things we missed most was any sort of flowers. The first shop we dived into in Taihape was
always the florists. Coming from the Far North, I had never bought flowers before. I remember that the
first ones I bought were Lilly of the valley, the first I had ever seen, as they do not grow in Northland.
Even now, after all these years, the sight and scent of their tiny bells whisks me back to Waiouru in a
trice. However, it was pot plants that we usually settled for, as these survived longer in the rigorous
conditions of our camp. Cyclamens were the favourites.
When everything about the camp was running more smoothly and the worst of that first winter was
over, a working party went out (to the state forest nurseries I think) and brought back a load of tiny
trees which were planted around the camp.
I can’t remember what kinds of trees they were, except that they were not pine trees! About the same
time a lot of bulbs were planted. Some of them flowered before we left. How wonderful that was! The
first ones to come out were on the slope below the Administration Block.
I think you could say that we were a happy lot; except perhaps for the married men, who did not see
their families for months at a time.
I don’t think any of the Wrens really enjoyed being thrust into this rugged male world. Most of us
came from what would be called sheltered homes; even affluent homes in some cases, but we all had
one thing in common. Either we had brothers or fiancée in one of the services, or had lost someone in
action somewhere overseas.
I suppose the Navy and the Public now take Wrens for granted, but in our day we were still - what were
we? Oddities, curiosities or something of that sort.
Wartime New Zealand WAFFs numbered thousands, and so did the WAACs in lesser degree, but there
were never more than about 600 or 700 of us.
We did not expect to be spoiled or petted, but neither did we expect to be treated as a joke, or yelled
at, or avoided like the plague, or subjected to furious tirades if anything went wrong.
It would have been nice to have had sixpence every time we heard someone grinding out, “Bloody
Wrens! Women in the Service! Gawd help the Navy!” Wonder who got the blame after we left!
When they got used to us our path was not so thorny, especially when they found that we did not mind
mending ladders in hand knitted jerseys, or sewing things on the Wrennery
machine, or embroidering overalls. We even embroidered badges, because it was just about this time
that the regulation red badges became unobtainable and frightful printed ones were issued.
We, in our turn, came to appreciate the virtues of the lower deck and to turn a deaf ear to the com-
ments. We certainly tried to live up to what they thought we ought to be, although I don’t know
whether anyone ever succeeded!
Discipline was strict, and didn't bother us in the least. In an odd sort of way it was re-assuring.
It was strange that we bore our greater troubles with fortitude, then some small, silly thing would up-
set the cheerful balance, and the disaffection would be as bad as an outbreak of measles.
The tensions of watch keeping, monotony, overwork and lack of privacy sometimes caused tempers to

Memories of Officer Steward Marie King Continued
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fray, and the atmosphere became thunderous. At times like this a diversion was always welcomed.
Sometimes the diversion was arranged; sometimes it came about unexpectedly. The first one I re-
member was soon after we arrived on the station and all hands who could be spared went for a picnic
to Tokaanu. That was a delightful change of scene.
Another diversion was the first fall of snow, with an unexpected “make and mend” in which to enjoy
the fun of tobogganing, snowballing and building snowmen.
Yet another was the sudden eruption of Mount Ruapehu in March 1945. As a cure for monotony it was
a magnificent success - until the wind changed and brought its burden of volcanic dust our way. It
found its way into everything, under doors and around closed windows, until even the gentlest little
Wren was reduced to a state of helpless profanity. Then the wind would change again, there would be
a beautiful sunset, and all would be well.
Sports and neighbours’ hospitality I never had a part in, mainly because unlike most of the station
personnel, I never knew when I would be going off duty. Friends could not wait around indefinitely be-
cause the wardroom lunch was late.
I have always disliked competitive games, so missing golf was no hardship. Sailing was my favourite
sport, and you couldn’t say that Waiouru offered many opportunities for that. However, one could al-
ways go for a walk. For me, the infinite variety of the station personnel never palled. The Wrens came
from all over New Zealand and apart from those who had come straight from school, from all kinds of
occupations. The men had been all over the world, and the conversation sprang lightly and effortlessly
from Hong Kong to Suez, and from Portsmouth to the Falkland Islands.
Daily life was often considerably brightened by their anecdotes, large gestures and in lower-deckese.
We had our notables too. Highest on the list were Mr Brewer and the Leading Seaman who were in the
Battle of the River Plate. There was a P.O. who had been in the St Nazaire raid. There were several
others who had been in the “Leanders” Pacific battles.
To add to the variety was the rating who was said to have deserted during the 30*s and had lived for
years under another name somewhere in the way - backs, and had returned to the Service under the
first amnesty at the outbreak of hostilities.
And there was another rating who had started a battle of his own in New York; “This joker comes up to
me and says, “Say, what are the colours in the British Flag? I says, “Red, White and Blue’.
Then he says “and where’s the yellow streak?’ So I bashed him.” And what talent could be mustered
among the 140 inhabitants! There were two Scottish Pipers, a cornet player, a good dance band, sev-
eral trained singers, and several Maori Wrens with musical gifts of their race. There was an inspired
mimic, an artist and cartoonist, and an A.B. who recited Shakespeare at the drop of a hat!
Once the station was licked into shape we began to have visits from V.I.P.’s. The place seemed to
have a fascination for them, a fact that we observed with deep disapproval, as it meant yet another
massive spring clean. Cleaning the already clean was not a popular pastime.
The first V.I.P. to arrive was Commodore Sir Atwell Lake; tall and distinguished a delightful person. He
visited us three or four times while he was Commodore. Commodore Faulkner came after him; short,
slight and bearded. This must have been in the first half of 1945, before VJ day because when we were
paraded, he spoke about the war moving to the Pacific.
The weather must have been bad, for I remember that we paraded in the Y.M.C.A. I think that it was
he who awarded the RPO his LS medal at the same parade.
To go back to 1944 and our second V.I.P. This was His Excellency the Governor General, Sir Cyril Ne-

wall. I can’t remember the date of this
event either. I have a vague idea that he
stayed over at the Army Camp and that
he was there for several days.
He inspected our camp in the morning
and stayed to lunch. Radio Mechanic G.
Taylor paced up and down outside the
Wardroom and piped him into lunch.
A few days later, on Sunday morning, His
excellency paid us a second Visit. The
vice Regal car arrived unheralded,
without even a warning toot on the horn.
It swept through the gate, shot past the
Quartermaster’s Lobby and whizzed
through the camp, past startled ratings

Memories of Officer Steward Marie King Continued
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and oblivious Wrens, right up to the Wrennery where the off duty dam-
sels were enjoying Sunday routine, sitting in the sun in a variety of gar-
ments.
One of them gave him directions to find the Wardroom in strangled
tones and the car went back down the road, from which every single
person had vanished.
Lt. Philpott was away at Tokaanu with 3rd Officer Chesney. I was on duty
and had just had a frantic telephone call from the Quartermaster when
His Excellency and his aide, clad in casual tweeds, walked in.
On hearing that their former hosts were not in, the aide placed two large
trout (wrapped up, fortunately) in my arms, “For the Wardroom, with His
Excellency’s compliments.” I hope I said all the right things, but I don’t
remember. I know I stood there, clutching those wretched trout, for
some time after they left, as shaken as I've been in my life.
Their departure was a little more ceremonious with the Quartermaster
taking a proper pride in his work! The next V.I.P. was Admiral of the
Fleet, Lord Keyes [Right] Passed away 1945. He arrived by car, I think from Wellington,
and spent the night on the station. On the afternoon of his arrival we lined up by the Administration
Block to await his coming.
He came, and we were shocked to see how old and frail he looked. Shortly before this, while on man-
euvers in the Pacific, he had nearly died of the effects of a smoke screen’s fumes and it was plain that
he was not fully recovered.
Instead of addressing us as we were, he asked that we gather round him as he stood on the side
steps of the Administration Block. It was plainly an effort for him to speak, and we were glad for his
sake when the tired voice stopped and we were dismissed.
A leisurely inspection tour of the station followed. Everything went without a hitch until the party
reached the porch leading to the Wardroom. No part of the station had been left unsupervised at any
time except for the half hour of the parade, but during that half hour, George, the Wardroom’s Spaniel,
dug up a bone that he had buried some weeks before. This he left in the middle of the porch, and hav-
ing shaken a quantity of earth from his person, he went in search of his friends.
Every blowfly within miles came to investigate; and this was the sight that met the eyes of the official
party as they came round the corner! I think they left after lunch the next day. The Admiral had had a
very bad night with respiratory trouble, and I was told to stand by to give him a late breakfast when he
was sufficiently recovered to want it.
He shook hands with me when he left, and asked me to thank the galley staff for the good meals. I
was charmed. I sailed out to the galley waving my hand gracefully above my head, caroling above the
noise, “I’ve shaken hands with an Admiral of the Fleet! Anyone wanting to shake hand with me can do
so for a sixpence a time!”
I should've known better delivered the Admirals message and left it at that, but we live and learn.
As if they had been practicing for it, two ratings on galley duty grabbed me, seized the honoured hand
and swished it around in the dishwasher. Ignoring my bleating they anxiously inspected the dripping
paw. “You reckin we’ve fixed it?” asked one. “Better give it another go!” said the other, and dunked my
fist among the crocks once more, to the accompaniment of laughter of my traitorous friends.
Admiral Sir Bruce Fraser’s visit was quite different. To begin with, he had sent word that he was just
coming for afternoon tea, and that there would be no official inspection of the station.
The great man arrived, accompanied by the Minister of Defence, the Commodore, a resplendent sec-
retary and several other impressive persons. Everyone off duty disappeared from view as suddenly and
mysteriously as only Naval personnel can.
One of the Wren cooks who was peeping round one of the galley windows spotted the secretary and,
never having seen such a dazzling sight before, asked in awed tones who was the bloke with the
dingle - dangles round his arm? [ADC Aide-du-Comp and Epaulettes. At least rank of Commander].
Meanwhile, the Admiral strode into the Wardroom for his tea. Energy, vitality, personality emanated
from him in almost visible rays which burnt up the oxygen for some distance around him and induced
a feeling of breathlessness in those nearby.
While he dealt with his tea and dispatched pike-lets one after the other, (“These are very nice, my dear!”
to me) the “bloke with the dingle - dangles” ADC mopped his brow and asked in a fading voice if he
might have a glass of milk. The admiral announced that he would like a quick look around the station.
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This had a very disorganising effect on his hosts, for had he not said that these was to be no inspec-
tion? Apparently a “quick look” was not an inspection, for the Admiral squared his shoulders, gave his
hands a brisk rub of anticipation and the whole party set out. The clothing store, the ration store, and
cool store and the men’s dormitory were viewed in rapid succession and the Great Man proceeded,
with unbated energy, in the direction of the Y.M.C.A. with his colleagues toiling in his wake, and his
secretary again mopping his brow.
Someone inside the Y.M.C.A. saw them coming and hissed, “They’re coming in here!” The occupants
rose as one person and made for the two other exits. It stands to reason that, when several dozen
people try to go through a doorway at the same time, some are bound to get stuck.
The Admiral had an excellent view of two lots of struggling humanity demonstrating their reluctance to
make his acquaintance. He appeared to find it amusing! His “Ha! Ha! Ha!” could have been heard out
on the golf course.
From there he swooped down on the galley. “Now, my dear,” to the Wren cook, “What are you all hav-
ing for supper? What’s in this? Anything in the oven? Well, well! I wish I could stay and taste it!”
Back through the officers’ server. “Ha! Refrigerator! What do you stow in here? Butter, pastry and so
on. Very good! Well, now I think it is time we were pushing off.
Good - bye, my dear, “ (to me, patting me on the shoulder) “and thank you for the tea. Now, If everyone
is ready -.” The guests embarked and the cars shot past the Quartermasters’ lobby, out the gate and
down the road.
A last glimpse showed the secretary once more mopping his exhausted brow. The entire ship’s com-
pany said, “Whew!” and for the first time in its history sped its parting guest with a burst of delighted
laughter!
I believe that Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten visited the station when he was in New Zealand the fol-
lowing year, but that was after Wrens had left Waiouru.
Lord Louis was in Wellington (Citizens’ Reception) on 1 April 1946, if he visited Waiouru before or
after that date I don’t know.
Wren’s drafting began in the last months of 1945.
Sometimes they went in ones and twos, sometimes in groups; one group to Wellington, another to
Auckland. By December there were three of us left; Miss Chesney, Wren Patricia Johnson, the Cap-
tain’s Writer, and I. A few days later, we too were gone.
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Marie King QSM 1911-1996
The backbone of the Russell
Museum. She was involved in setting
down Russell's history for over 40
years and during that time was a
nationally acknowledged authority, a
local historian frequently consulted

by others when their work touched upon areas
connected with the Bay of Islands.
I often thought about the old 'what happens in the
Wardroom stays in theWardroom' but I now
understand why she speaks out.

MORSE CODE AND SNOWFLAKES – DAVID DAVIES
The story of HMNZS Irirangi, the Naval Radio Station at Waiouru and
those who served there in war and peace.
This is the story of New Zealand’s most strategically important naval
shore establishment and also, arguably, the most important radio station
in the South Pacific.
Recruited retired ex RN and running a toy shop in Wales. ‘Yakky Dah’ as
Dai was known to the Senior Rates fitted in well to the Royal New Zealand
Navy. In time he became rather vocal on the politics of the New Zealand
Defence system. Not sure that won him too many friends but he was often
right on the money with his opinions.
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The Governor General, Marshal of the Royal
Air Force Cyril Louis Norton Newall, 1st Baron
Newall, GCB, OM, GCMG, CBE, AM, and;
Admiral of the Fleet Roger John Brownlow
Keyes, 1st Baron Keyes, GCB, KCVO, CMG, DSO
would not feel slighted being met by the XO
because the CO was away.
The XO, TelWO Brewer DSM, was a fighting
man, hero of the Battle of the River Plate. At
that time that was one of the few successes of
the war. CLICK
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Possibly this was taken at the concert over the page. Irirangi did have a great social life.. The backdrop may
be familiar as it was in the TV Room for decades afterWWII. Wonder what happened to it? Spent many a
night huddled under blankets watching TV, then Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch had their own
networks. We could get both Auckland andWellington.

It is easy to forget many at Waiouru W/T had been to war and were on rehab postings. Npt fpr
them a cushy time on course in Philly. Others at Irirangi were too old for overseas service.
One Telegraphist, Stu Sinclair, a farmer actually owned this land.Classified essential worker' and
exempt from draft.. He signed up as a watch-keeping telegraphist . The joke… Stu hears ship
calling......sends AS 100' [wait 100 minutes] rushes out going to milk the cows..............great friend
of Irirangi and a true patriot.
An example of the rotation. That"s my Dad second from left in the front row.
An RNZNVR AB LGL. War Declared 11 Nov 1939. Departed DEMS 28 Nov 1939 on John A Brown
British Petrol tanker. Five Atlantic convoys. JAB took a bomb, posted to air raid work in Pompey.
Drafted ill fated HMNZS Neptune. Now rated QA3 off to HMNZS Moa. His SQ saved his life
there. He earned a MID in the sinking the Jap sub I1. It was said this led to the shooting down of
Yamamoto and the shortening of the war. 'Codebooks off I1'. A week later severely burned on
Moa gun mount in the fight with Japanese landing craft off 'Guadalcanal."
He was evacuated by USN March 1943 for medical treatment to Philomel. Waiouru June 1943 as
a Driver. They gave Dad 14 months to rehabilitate. A rest period from the war the stay was short.
RNZN had 80 ships to man and it was off for more action. Some became casualties.
December 1944 drafted HMNZS Gambia. Escorting RN carriers which had armoured decks and
the USN sent them into the thick of the Kamikaze attacks [USN carriers had wooden flight
decks]. The Battle of Okinawa under heavy attack as were operations in the Sakishima Islands.
Dad was now in the For'd Director at the mine face fighting until the last day of the war.
On August 18, 1945, along with Royal Marines he was among Gambia sailors (had Good Shooting
Badge) under the command of LtCdr G.R. Davis-Goff DSC, RNZN who landed and took the sur-
render of the Japanese Naval Base at Yokosuka.
They were reported to be the first ashore on Japanese soil. Dad used to joke about one of his
mates who came back with his war prize. A typewriter, unfortunately one with Jap keyboard.
On September 2, 1945 in Tokyo Bay for the signing of Japanese Instrument of Surrender. there
was one last Kamikaze attack while that was taking place. Look up Gambia history.

RIP Dad and all your brave shipmates.
When I was born Dad was serving at Irirangi. It was many years later on my first posting there
that he came down and we spent the day around the camp. He was not an emotional sort of guy
but I saw a tear his eye.
Life here [especially for the married men] was not 'a box of chocolates' but there are not many
who served there throughout its existence who do not remember it with fondness.
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A season when you sweated, another season when it snowed,
it thawed and there was mud, then came the dust.
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HMNZS IRIRANGI – NZ NAVAL BASE
THE ENTRY OF THE JAPANESE into the war in 1941 brought unexpected communication problems for
New Zealand, for there had previously been no major war in the South Pacific region. Britain had many
problems and with merchant shipping being sunk and valuable transmitting equipment lost at sea.
New Zealand was forced to rely to a greater extent upon its own resources. While the navy made some
use of the Post and Telegraph wireless station on Tinakori Hills at Wellington, with a naval section be-
ing established there with landlines leading to Naval Headquarters, a need for further naval transmit-
ting and receiving stations still existed.
The first move in this direction was the installation by navy radio technicians of a port-wave transmit-
ter on North Head, in a disused former gun emplacement not far from the naval base at Devonport,

Auckland, with its transmitter remote-controlled from the base wireless telegraph station.
This installation was initiated by Warrant Officer Telegraphist W.L. Brewer, RNZN, who
was awarded the DSM while serving in HMS Achilles in the Battle of the River Plate, for
his initiative in routing radio messages through the British Embassy in Montevideo and
in having radio aerials repaired during the battle. He became a MBE in 1948.
As a prewar radio amateur with peacetime cruise service in the Achilles, as a telegraph-
ist, it became my pleasure to assist at the time with the manufacture of the transmitter
and its installation.

This station was later moved to One Tree Hill in Auckland, but in 1942, as the threat to the country di-
minished, the main set of four kilowatts was shifted to Waiouru. The Americans also made use of the
naval transmitters until such time as their own were installed. Initial research into the suitability of
Waiouru for radio operations had taken place in 1936 and a photograph of a timber reinforced tent
which housed the experimental installation hangs today at Irirangi in the passageway of frigate
block.
The Naval W/T Station, Waiouru, as it was named, was in the centre of the North Island of New Zeal-
and, situated at an altitude of 2,670 feet above sea level beneath the snow-clad slopes of Mounts Ru-
apehu and Ngaruahoe, and it could be an extremely cold place in winter. Mount Ruapehu was very act-
ive at the time with columns of smoke and steam and large boulders ejecting from its crater, so provi-
sion had been made for possible evacuation.
A large area of the tussock-strewn countryside, extending for some miles, was covered with a web of
wireless aerials, many of special design and mounted on tall wooden telegraph posts. Messages were
flashed from Waiouru to all parts of the world by the multi-kilowatt high-frequency transmitters, with
marine emergencies and routine service matters being handled, and the station became the clearing
house for signals from the British Pacific Fleet, playing a vital role in the war in the Pacific.
Direct links were established with Britain, Canada, India, Africa, Australia, the USA and French posses-
sions, and eventually with Japan itself.
The first officer-in-charge at Waiouru during the war years was Warrant Officer Telegraphist E.H.
Biggs, RNZN, who served from September 1942, being followed from August 1943 onward by Lieuten-
ant H. Philpott, RNZN, MBE, with Warrant Officer Telegraphist Brewer DSM as executive officer.
Officers in charge of Wrens were Third Officer M. Chesney and Fourth Officer Percival. The naval
camp housed some eighty Wrens and seventy ratings, mainly employed as telegraphists and techni-
cians, with the receiver and transmitter buildings being spaced some miles apart.
Tens of thousands of coded messages were handled by the station from ships and radio stations in all
parts of the world, being passed to and from coders and cipherers at naval headquarters in Wellington
by means of teleprinter landlines. With high voltage involved, care was necessary when adjusting any
transmitter, and one petty officer who miscalculated during the war years was lucky to survive electro-
cution, being resuscitated by a petty officer and leading rating also on watch at the time. Motorists

Enjoy the Australian take on the history of Irirangi
Worthy sources , it belongs here with the Irirangi Collation.
Author Tonson, WW2 Naval Communications, HMNZS Irirangi.
Publication June 1982 edition of the Naval Historical Review
All rights reserved. Re-published with respect in order
that the valuable information it contains is not lost to us..
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traveling along the main highway between Ohakune and Taihape, the two nearest townships to
Waiouru, were always surprised to encounter personnel in naval uniforms many miles from the sea.
After the war the station became known as HMNZS Irirangi, being formally commissioned as a Royal
New Zealand Naval Establishment late in 1951.
Its first commanding officer was Lieutenant- Commander L.G. Carr, RNZN, later to become a Rear Ad-
miral and Chief of Naval Staff, and its first executive officer Lieutenant R.H.L. Humby, RNZN, later on a
Commodore and Deputy Chief of Naval Staff.
It became as such the highest based dry-land ship in the world, the masthead height of the ceremo-
nial mast on its quarterdeck being 2,695 feet. It is probably the only New Zealand ship that has ever
flown the Welsh flag on the port outer, for when Lieutenant-Commander David Davies, RNZN, was in
command, from 1978 to 1980, it flew on three consecutive Welsh national days, the 1st of March each
year.
When the decision to commission the station was made a search began for a suitable name, and from
many possibilities the name Irirangi was selected.
Irirangi was a Maori princess, renowned for her beautiful singing voice and her association with the
nearby Taihape and Hautapu River areas. Following consultations with the Maori Affairs Department
and local tribal elders, use of the name was agreed upon, as symbolic of the voice of the wireless tele-
graph station and its local area associations.
A badge for the ship was designed by competition and afterwards authenticated in heraldic terms by
the College of Arms in London. It displays waves of the sea, a volcano and a symbolic flash denoting
the communications and radio-electrical branches, with connotations of the navy, area and establish-
ment functions.
To identify Irirangi as a naval establishment it seemed desirable to create a nautical atmosphere, and
after the commissioning as a ship a large and old admiralty pattern anchor was firmly embedded in a
concrete base at the foot of the mast on its quarterdeck, from the gaff of which flew a white ensign.
Despite the vigorous climate the anchor held for some years, until the ship was dragged off to be-
come an independent naval establishment within the army camp at Waiouru, as part of planned gov-
ernment reorganisation and defence economies.
The receiver and transmitter buildings remain on their original sites. Some functions, including
messes, are now shared with the army.
The anchor still remains today, no doubt permitting the ship to ride out many a storm. Other nautical
artifacts in evidence are a twenty inch searchlight and a ship’s bell which, with the flag mast, are all
sited outside Frigate block. Inside the entrance lobby is a copper diving helmet and a ship’s steering
wheel, together with the ship’s trophy cabinet. On the commanding officer’s desk, at time of writing,
sits an old ship’s chronometer.
With modernised and more powerful equipment and apparatus now installed the station has become
one of the most advanced and important links in the world chain of naval wireless stations. Modern ra-
dio teletype machines now automatically handle messages at sixty words a minute, all these produced
as paragraphed and punctuated typed copies ready for immediate circulation.
Equipment currently in use are sophisticated Extel teleprinters which are taking over from the old
Creed 444, being operated at 75 bauds but possessing a capability of 300 bauds. All has resulted
and grown from the enterprise commenced in one of the harbour side green huts at the Auckland
Naval Base, now housing the padre’s offices, where the original NZ-made naval transmitter was built.
The function of Irirangi has changed little over the years and it still provides the fleet broadcasts and
ship-shore facilities, as well as fixed services to other countries. Morse has largely given way to radio
automatic teletype (RATT), although a fleet broadcast is still provided in Morse to cater for patrol craft
and small ships which are not currently fitted with RATT equipment.
Fixed services are maintained with Australia and Canada and through these stations messages can be
relayed to other parts of the world.
The 7,000-mile Waiouru-Vancouver circuit is believed to be the longest continually operating high-
frequency circuit in the world. The direct service to London was suspended during the 1960s and the
old 40 kilowatt DS13 transmitters were dismantled. One of these has been reassembled at the Mu-
seum of Transport and Technology at Auckland, as has the last of the old 5 kilowatt AWA type ATH5
transmitters which were recently taken out of service. The station has the capability to operate fixed
services with such countries as Hawaii, New Caledonia and Hong Kong, but these are only backup ser-
vices and not often used.

HMNZS Irirangi – NZ Naval Base Continued
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Equipment-wise the transmitting station is fitted with a mix of Collins 10 kilowatt and AWA 7 kilowatt
model CTH-7 transmitters, of about 1955 and 1970 manufacture.
The receiving station contains a mixture of RACAL receivers with models ranging in age from the
1950s to the 1970s. The wooden aerial masts on the aerial farms at the receiver’s area of 500 acres and
the transmitting area of 400 acres have all been replaced in recent years with lattice steel masts.
The station today has a total complement of some eighty personnel, including four officers and two war-
rant officers. About forty radio operators are now borne on the station, some twenty-four being female.
Female operators were reintroduced about three years ago, for the first time since World War II. At
any one time, during the day, about twenty-four people will be working at the receivers and about ten
at the transmitters, these numbers being reduced at night to about ten and three respectively.
During the war years there was no accommodation for families within the naval camp, but later on, to
make service more attractive, four flats for officers and twelve for ratings were provided.
Sailor accommodation was actually in the old Wrennery quarters used in the war years. All the flats
were basic and sub-standard, being converted buildings or adapted accommodation blocks with min-
imum facilities. In 1952 a housing programme was commenced at the Waiouru Military Camp and a
number of houses for naval ratings were provided. A house for the commanding officer of Irirangi and
four houses for officers were built on receiver’s land adjacent to the establishment.
The barracks and administration offices have, since 1971 and 1973 respectively, been situated within
the Waiouru Military Camp and their constant high level of external neatness and internal cleanliness
set the standard by which others in the area are judged.
Married ratings live in the army housing area while the officers still retain the houses opposite the old
naval camp. About half an acre of the land on which the old camp stood at Hihitahi has been retained,
the one building on it, the former quartermasters’ lobby, duty watch accommodation and cell block
complex, situated just inside the gate of the camp, being used by Irirangi as a sports and social club.
The interior of this building was stripped down by Lieutenant-Commander Davies and his crew, being
officially opened by Commodore K.M. Saull, then Commodore, Auckland and now Chief of Naval Staff,
on 9th November 1979 during his inspection.
The sports field across the road, known as Thorne Park, remains an Irirangi asset, being named after
Rear Admiral E.C. Thorne, CB, CBE who was the captain from 1953 to 1955 and responsible for the
field being developed. Several past officers have risen to flag rank, additional to Rear Admiral Thorne
being Rear Admiral L.G. Carr and Commodore R.H.L. Humby.
A major incident during the period when Rear Admiral Thorne, now retired, was commanding officer
was the Tangiwai railway disaster on Christmas Eve 1953, when a train laden with passengers plunged
into the Whangaehu River. This happened after a bridge had been swept away when a crater lake
burst its bank on Mount Ruapehu and released thousands of tons of water. There were 285 people on
the train at the time; the dead numbered 151, and 20 bodies were never found.
The ship’s company of Irirangi was greatly involved in the initial rescue operations and then in
searching the river and recovering victims. Being the busiest time of the year, with Christmas ship
telegrams being handled, each watch was fully required both at the receivers and transmitters, but
those not watch keeping all took part in the searches during daylight hours.
There were many instances of untiring effort, and one leading rating, who had retired from the police
force before because of flat feet, would turn to at 0500 hours to cook the ship’s company breakfast
and then its midday dinner. In the afternoon he would join a search party until dark and from then un-
til after midnight would assist the police at Waiouru with much of the paperwork involved.
At the time of the disaster Her Majesty the Queen was visiting New Zealand and arrangements had
been made for her to broadcast her Christmas message to England and the Commonwealth from Gov-
ernment House, Auckland, using landlines and the main DS13 transmitter at Irirangi for the actual
transmission.
In those days the station had the most powerful transmitter in New Zealand fitted for voice transmis-
sion. Despite the fact that alternative landlines routing had been provided from Auckland to Ohakune
the final pair to Irirangi came over the Tangiwai bridge which, having been swept away, cut off the sta-
tion from Auckland. Post Office and navy technicians worked feverishly all Christmas Day to provide
an alternative link, and the transmitter went on the air some fifteen minutes before the Queen was
due to speak and just in time to transmit Sir Edmund Hillary’s introduction. There was no time for tri-
als and tests with the United Kingdom, Canada and Australia, but all went well and reception proved to
be excellent.

HMNZS Irirangi – NZ Naval Base Continued
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Her Majesty signed two photographs of herself making the speech, one being in the trophy cabinet at
Irirangi and the other a treasured memento of its commander at that time. Mobys.nz has the Queens
Speech. The naval camp at Waiouru had to be self-sufficient in its early years, the main link with other
centres being the railway from Waiouru, passing through the townships of Ohakune to the north-west
and Taihape to the south.
Quarterly truck trips were made to the Naval Stores Depot at Auckland to replenish stores and vital
items, an adventurous trip before the Desert Road was sealed, and all transport left with spares and a
full survival kit.
Slips and washouts were not unknown and detours could be necessary. Irirangi was frequently called
upon for assistance in accidents and emergencies and a four-wheel drive vehicle was maintained and
specially equipped for such tasks.
Chains on tyres were often needed in winter because of snow and ice on the treacherous slippery
roads. In warmer weather, when flames from local burn-offs threatened naval property, all hands would
turn out voluntarily to eliminate the hazard.
Sports played a large part at the naval station and the Waiaruhe Naval Golf Club, with a course of nine
holes on adjacent farmland, was always well patronised. Players became good enough to mount a
four-man team, which beat one from the Waiouru Army Golf Club to win the Wedgewood Holmes Cup,
a handsome silver trophy. Invitations were received from the Karioi Golf Club, and others. A tennis
club was formed and competed with the Waiouru Military Camp Tennis Club and the Taihape Tennis
Club, friendly competition games were played at Mangaweka and Wrens’ teams from HMNZS Cook.
A concrete cricket pitch was formed on the camp playing area and matches arranged with local
teams and naval teams from Wellington. The Taihape Cricket Sub-Association arranged for competi-
tion games between six or eight teams, including one from the naval station, and matches were
played at Karioi and against Utiku. Boxing and wrestling had followers and contests were regularly
held, and there was swimming in the river pools in summer.
The Rifle Club was well supported and had competitive shoots at the Waiouru Military
Camp range. Rugby, soccer, hockey, basketball and other sports also had their adherents
and games were often held.
When pressures of desk work became too great for officers in Wellington or Auckland, or they
happened to be passing through the district by car, they could find Waiouru a convenient stopping
place, well worthy of a visit or inspection, so the naval establishment did not lack for visitors. Some
saw it as a veritable oasis off the Desert Road, where they might enjoy the hospitality of the messes,
with perhaps some trout fishing or hunting on the side. Admiral of the Fleet Lord Keyes, of Zeebrugge
fame, even found his way there during the war years, as did Admiral Bruce Fraser, Commander-in-
Chief of the British Pacific Fleet.
Waiouru did not lack for entertainment and there was surprising talent among those drafted there,
even during wartime. The camp had its own dance band, all correctly dressed, and regular dances and
even fancy dress balls were held, extras sometimes played on the bagpipes. Films were also shown on
occasions. When augmented by sixteen families after the war much more could be accomplished and
a full version of ‘The Mikado’, a Gilbert and Sullivan opera, was produced by an enthusiastic team,
aided by the Royal Marine Band of HMNZS Bellona. So successful was this that it was also staged for
Army Camp personnel at Waiouru.
Plays were also produced, among them the psycho-thriller ‘Rope’ and ‘Seagulls Over Sorrento’.
These and concerts, and square dancing aided by young ladies of Taihape, all helped to ease feelings
of isolation felt by naval personnel and their families while they served and lived in a remote area
away from busy seaports.
There were opportunities for fishing, hunting and tramping, with trophies much in evidence, so what
personnel lacked in city pleasures was compensated for in other ways. Families were transported once
weekly to Taihape for shopping and children attended school there daily, while older pupils travelled
to Ohakune.
Liaison with the local people has always been good and invitations have been exchanged and many
over the years have enjoyed honorary membership of Irirangi messes.
A fine acquisition was some land leased at the Duchess Pool on the Tongariro River, where a hut,
erected some thirty years back and since moved, has developed, with additions and refinements, into
a popular and well patronised facility.

HMNZS Irirangi – NZ Naval Base Continued
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Sailor escapades are legion and could no doubt form a book of their own, but we must draw a veil
upon those not printable or considered unsuitable for publication. Commodore Humby tells of a young
and zealous officer of the day, who, on finding a thirty gallon barrel of beer missing when a large draft
was leaving for Auckland, after a lively evening send-off, had every kitbag searched.
The barrel was never found and the officer has never lived down his search. More than one rating had
a secret bush hideout outside establishment bounds, and nocturnal parties and feasts did not go un-
patronised.
Not only ratings were involved in escapades and three naval officers, after attending an army mess
dinner, later stole back in the early hours, removing as spoils of war a length of tank track used as a
fireside fender. With herculean strength they loaded this up and returned to Irirangi, but not unseen
by an alert army officer, who, with others, trailed the trio back, to reclaim the trophy in time-honoured
style at the expense of wardroom officers.
Not having the strength to lift it, or so the story goes, they bequeathed the track to the wardroom
where it has been good fireside service for many years. When a snooker game was mooted after some
days the black ball was found to be missing, discovered much later adorning the mantelpiece of the
army officers’ mess.
HMNZS Irirangi still sails today, in tussock country with flag flying high, a premier communication fa-
cility maintaining the fine traditions of the Royal New Zealand Navy, manned by personnel with the
spirit of Drake, meeting well the challenges and responsibilities placed upon them in this expanding
technological age.

The assistance of the following RNZN officers is acknowledged: Lt. W.L. Brewer, Lt. Cmdrs. M.R.M. Ma-
son, D.D. Davies, Commodore R.H.L. Humby and Rear Admiral E.C. Thorne. All deceased.

This article was written in 1982 and the reader will be well aware
that many of its statements are 'history'. Never the less it rounds out

the other content of Irirangi Compilation 1992 very well.

Fire Drill at Receivers

HMNZS Irirangi – NZ Naval Base Continued
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NZ N���� B���� R����� – 1945
FROM THE REPORT TO THE NZ

GOVERNMENT
1ST APRIL 1945 - 31ST MARCH 1946.

Section VI. Other Naval Activities Naval W/T Sta-
tion, Waiouru – From the date of its commence-
ment of operation in August 1943, until the ces-
sation of hostilities the Naval W/T Station at
Waiouru handled the following approximate num-
ber of groups; out 9,486,000: in 7,905,000.
A high-powered broadcast of important adminis-
trative traffic to the British Pacific Fleet was ar-
ranged at very short notice in June 1945; and op-
erated until after the arrival of ‘J’ Force, when it
finally closed down.
Ships of the British Pacific Fleet reported good
reception strength at all times when off the Ja-
panese coast (at a distance of 6,000 miles from
Waiouru).
During the period of Japan’s capitulation,
Waiouru became the direct W/T link between Ad-
miral Sir Bruce Fraser in HMS DUKE OF YORK
and the Admiralty.
Naval W/T Station, Waiouru handled with preci-
sion most of the high-priority secret signal traffic
in connection with the signing of the surrender
terms, as well as a considerable quantity of the
same subject from Admiral the Lord Louis
Mountbatten, Supreme Allied Commander, South
East Asia.

NZ N���� B���� R����� – 1946
FROM THE REPORT TO THE NZ

GOVERNMENT
1ST APRIL 1946 TO 31ST MARCH 1947

11. HMNZS “Cook.”-HMNZS “Cook,” Shelly Bay,
paid off on the 18th June 1946. The buildings
comprising this establishment are now occupied
by the Royal New Zealand Air Force on the un-
dertaking that, should the emergency arise, the
Base and its buildings will revert to the Naval
Service.
12. Naval W/T Station, Waiouru.-The Royal New
Zealand Navy has in Waiouru W/T Station a
wireless station equipped with the most modern
apparatus and designed on the best technical
lines, and of a size far beyond anything that was
contemplated pre-war.
13. On the cessation of hostilities the question
of the retention of the station was in doubt, but
it has now been declared a permanent estab-
lishment of the Royal New Zealand Navy. The
complement borne during the period of hostilit-
ies was 80 WRNZNS. personnel and 70 ratings.
This number was continued until October 1945,
when a gradual reduction in the WRNZNS com-
plement was made, the last WRNZNS personnel
leaving in mid-December of that year. For the
next few months the station carried a comple-
ment of approximately 105, consisting of con-
tinuous service and “hostilities only” ratings. The
volume of traffic at this time was still fairly high,
and it was not until June 1946, that the W/T
commitments were sufficiently reduced to allow
the last of the “hostilities only” ratings to return
to civilian life. The present authorised comple-
ment of the station is 3 officers and 70 ratings.
14. The activities of the station consist mainly of
working adjacent commands, Whitehall W/T,
and, in addition, taking part in the long-distance
ship-shore wireless organisation. The total num-
ber of groups handled on all circuits over the
last twelve months was 1,250,000.
15. Waiouru is an isolated locality, and full ad-
vantage has been taken to provide all possible
facilities for out-door sport. A football team has
each year been entered in the local senior
championship and has always made a good
showing. Cricket is played, and a nine-hole golf
course has been constructed by personnel of
the station. Tennis is also well patronised, a
good hard court being available in the camp at
all times. The cinema at the Waiouru Military
Camp provides entertainment on four nights a
week.Lne of the perks of being a Tussock City kid play in

the snow on their front lawn. With any luck there will
not be any school today.
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THE QUARTERMASTERS HUT AT THE MAIN GATE 2013 and 1943

2013 THE MAIN GATE
This is where you crossed the brow to board your
new draft. It was set up with single beds for in-
coming ratings off the train. It has been a long
journey from Devonport.
This room did time as the Clubhouse when the
camp shifted. In 2013. Stu Sinclair’s, grand
daughter had her own flat there.

QUARTERMASTER IN THE RIG OF THE DAY
Quartermaster Irirangi. A job for the best of your
Able Rates. The QM has to communicate with al
comers and is at the sharp end of the running of
the camp. Many of the camp males were on rota-
tion having completed some years of 'active' ser-
vice.
From his cap tally bow, faded collar and cut of
his jacket and bell bottoms he did not join last
week.
The 4x4 in the background possibly lasted 35 or
more years. Suggestion was it was to be used for
watch changes when the snow prevented the
Fords making the journey. But the lack of drivers
capable of driving the big 4x4 meant when it
snowed you walked.. Sitting on watch with frozen
feet was the way it was until you wised up about
footwear and socks.
Reading Nolines story it sounds like this was al-
ways the way things were done even back in
WW2..
The 4x4 sunset days were as the Fire Truck

If you are of an age to
have used the Railways
in and out ofWaiouru
you might enjoy this
RIDING THE
RATTLER

https://www.mobys.nz/riding-the-rattler/
https://www.mobys.nz/riding-the-rattler/
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TANGIWAI RAILWAY DISASTER
Naval personnel from H.M.N.Z.S. IRIRANGI, the Naval WIT Station at Waiouru, gave excellent service
at the scene of the railway disaster at Tangiwai on 24 December 1953.
Approximately 75 per cent of the ship’s com-
pany were on Christmas leave, and only
thirty-five ratings and five officers were avail-
able to offer assistance.
The first party left IRIRANGI only ten
minutes after the news was received, and a
second party was on its way a few minutes
later.
Search parties were organised and a rope
ladder rigged across the gap between the
east bank of the Wangaehu River and the
collapsed road bridge, and this enabled the
searching for victims to be continued on the
other side.
A further party from IRIRANGI gave assist-
ance at the Waiouru Railway Station. Tea and
sandwiches were provided for survivors and
passengers from a later train, and the public
address system from IRIRANGI was installed
there.
A number of ratings and their wives organ-
ised a party and provided food, clothing, and
money to survivors. At IRIRANGI visiting of-
ficials were accommodated, and a temporary
broadcasting studio was established with the
assistance of a Post and Telegraph and a Na-
tional Broadcasting officer who were in IRIR-
ANGI for the relay of the Queen’s speech,
and the Prime Minister (Mr Holland) was able
to make a national broadcast within a very
short period.
Search parties continued operating all next
day, and rescue work continued until the
morning of 29 December, when all unidenti-
fied bodies were moved to Wellington.
The efforts of the personnel at IRIRANGI
were even more creditable by virtue of the
fact that watch-keeping and other routine duties at the W/T station had to continue regardless of rest,
and the majorities were either working or watch-keeping for over three days.

A comprehensive report but the contribution by Irirangi at the Disaster is contained in The Tangiwai
Disaster which is available through the MOBYS NZ website. TANGIWAI
While it is a standalone publication it is considered a logical supplement to the Irirangi Story you are
reading now.

https://www.mobys.nz/thequeensmessage/
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Not an original Creed
teleprinter. they were more
naked and black. But you could
type on anything they threw at
you so no probs.

That is the tape we created to
send messages. If you wonder
where the paper went from
those little holes.
All over the floor,
There was a model that did not
spit out the paper dots but that
did not pass the Naval Stores
Board taste test,

NOTES TAKEN FROM STEWART MURRAY
AT NAVAL W/T STATION JANUARY 1977

Stewart Murray thinks that a radio teleprinter transmission which was set up and experimented with in
1945 was possibly the first in the world. He said. “The Navy” elected to send myself and two others to
Wellington on a teleprinter course conducted by the Assistant Chief Engineer at the Wellington Post
Office.
This course lasted about a month. Having completed the course I then returned to Waiouru to resume
normal duties. It occurred to me that it was possible that such a piece of equipment could be tied up
with a radio transmitter which could eliminate, in the use of Morse.
I approached the then Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Brewer with the idea and he agreed that I
should carry out experiments at Waiouru along these lines. I carried out successful experiments
between the Receiving and Transmitting Stations.
We contacted many other countries with which we had skeds, i.e. Admiralty, Australia etc. to see if they
could carry out similar experiments.
We were advised that none of these countries were in a position to carry out these tests with us. I
found that there were certain technical things which I overlooked and having modified these technical
methods, and showing the Commanding Officer the results, it appeared that he sufficiently impressed.
He suggested that I take the equipment to Wellington and demonstrate it to the Navy Board. This I
did, and although the Naval Board members themselves were not present, good results were achieved
between Wellington and Waiouru.
With regard to “a few technical details which I had overlooked” at the time I was using ‘positive A.M.
Modulation’. It is possible to get a false readout due to atmospheric interference. Error from this
source is greatly reduced by ‘Negative Modulation’. (In the light of modern day technology all of this is
“old hat”, what with “S.S.B” and FM Modulation, solid state, and using “IC’s” and “O.P.” an “interface”
between teleprinter and transmitter could be built into something the size of a cigarette packet.
Such a design could also include sophisticated security.
As far as I was concerned, that was the end of the exercise and shortly after I was discharged.
It was not until many years later, in 1975, that I met a long serving senior Naval rating who invited me
over to the Naval Base at Devonport and offered to show me over the place for old times sake.
However he did impose one restriction - he could not take me into the W/T office where a highly
secret method of communication was in use.
This I deduced to be the radio teleprinter. My only reply to this was that to the best of my knowledge,
I had carried out such transmission many years previously.
I claim no credit for the present method of radio teleprinter communication, the details of which I
know nothing, but would hazard a guess that it is a “seven ‘bit’ code” system using negative modula-
tion.
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The rigging truck.... Some hard cases worked on this over the years. A job
for a real seaman who knew how to wire splice. It helped you get on the
team if your surname was Cunningham. Well that was then, now with
steel towers and compact directional aerials eg yagi and the like the job
has changed.

KEEPING THE WIRES AND THE WAVES IN THE AIR
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LtCdr MJ Millar issuing last daily Tot [one water] at Irirangi February 1990. From left LRF
Strange, Lt Cdr Millar, POWTR Hirst. The original caption includesWOWM Pussell RIP 3/22 but
he is not shown in original image. Have to say last tot of day consumed would be Rum Stops.

LAST TOT ISSUED BY THE RNZN AT WAI0URU

THE CUP WITH THE PIES, AND THE
JOSSMANS MISSING COFFEE

Three pies, cuppa and six ham sandwiches
please Ma'am!!!!!! Nothing faster or smoother
than a sailor at the Tauramanui Refreshment
stop, Best pies and 'sarnies' on the planet.
NZR cup and saucer were made by Crown Lynn
Potteries in New Lynn, Auckland. The NZR cup
became very collectable and much exploring was
done on the sides of the railway lines near re-
freshment stops. Turfing your crockery out the
window was a fairly common practice. On the left BST Fine China Australia 1991.On the

right Royal Porcelain Kingdom of Thailand. A
much lighter cup that is not so much fun to
drink out of. Lacks that thud that signals abso-
lute satisfaction when you drain the last mouth-
ful and put it down on the desk. Would have to
be a case of going to war supplied by the lowest
bidder. Hard to knock over into your typewriter
though.
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A SHIP THAT DIED IN FUN
THE FINAL CLOSURE OF THE OLD CAMP

They ‘buried’ a ship at Waiouru the other day and the locals are still a bit bewildered.
It was all a bit of lark to mark the end of the prefabs in which sailors manning the naval radio station
HMNZS IRIRANGI have lived since 1942.
But it was real enough to have locals pay old-fashioned respects as the wreath decked ‘hearse’ and 25
cars, all with lights on, moved solemnly from the radio station through the tiny township to the military
camp where the sailors now live.
It all began when the senior ratings sent an invitation to join them at the winding-up of their mess,
they sent it in the form a wreath.
The officers RSVPd on mourning cards and the fun snowballed.
A couple of days later the Navy’s fire engine was dressed up as a hearse, wreaths arrived from as far
away as HMNZS Canterbury then on her way from Pearl Harbour to Auckland and the stage was set for
the town’s biggest funeral.
All the way to the Army camp, locals doffed hats and stood at attention.
Inside the camp, a squadron of armoured personnel carriers waited for the cortege as the whole pro-
cession wound on its way through the streets of the establishment until it arrived at the new accom-
modation and administration block on the edge of the sports field.
The new HMNZS Irirangi was commissioned on Friday in a much more serious ceremony.
Although the men have shifted, the transmitters and receivers of the station remain in their old posi-
tion, operators and technicians going to work each watch by bus.

Christmas was a time for teleprinter art crafted with the
keyboard as the communication stations around the world
tracked Santas progress on the teleprinter networks that
linked them. Irirangi had them to Australia, USA, Canada and
sometimes the UK..

Given the popularity of deerstalking at Irirangi the reindeer
probably had discussions with Santa about OSH.regarding
present delivery.

Children at naval housing in Waiouru did not get Christmas
stockings filled by Santa. Cone of silence as to just who was
getting the milk and biscuits.

ARTWORK CREATED ON THE TELEPRINTER
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FIELD OF GLORY
Thorne Park opposite the Main Gate was
reputed to be the best field in the King
Country. Even in 2013 when it is just
another sheep grazing paddock used by
the Sinclairs it is in remarkable condition.
It was said that the choice of name for
the park was to honor a senior naval
officer with a connection to Irirangi.
Obviously Carr Park did not suit, LGC did
not have a sense of humour so [Ted]
Thorne Park it was.
Proud Irirangi rugby teams in their
Cambridge Blue jerseys, white shorts and
black socks were invincible on this
ground and many of you will have lasting
memories of those golden days.

FIELD OF PAIN
A short walk to and from watch taken by
thousands over the years. Across Thorne
Park and the Sinclair paddocks. Only just
over 500m plus another 500m from
Wrennery, It could be a long walk
especially when it had snowed or it was
dark and raining. DuringWW2 you
walked because of fuel rationing. After
the war the slightest hint of snow or frost
and the Duty Driver went into standby
mode. One set of tracks. "Watch will
advance in single file" OD of watch {or a
big bugger like Gunther} busts a path
and remainder use his foot marks to
keep feet dry and not so cold. It will be
worse when it melts.
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The Desert Road...... the drive to Auckland is not going to happen for a week..
Oh well looks like we will be getting pissed in Taihape for our four days off,

2013 Looking through the main gate down into the camp.
Of course the trees would not have been there in our day.

For no other reason that we had the pictures
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RANGATAUA’S PET
By Donna McGrath
What is the ‘Rangataua Pet’, and where can you
find her?
The Rangataua Pet has been recognised in the
Waimarino for longer than 70 years according to
Rangataua resident Tim Whale.
The cloud is composed of microscopic crystals
formed over Rangataua and to the right of Mount
Ruapehu (when viewed from Ohakune). She is
formed as damp air is cooled off while rising to
cross Ruapehu. Identified by its magnificent white
saucer and often tripled and stacked (like dishes),
the Rangataua Pet is a sure sign of bad weather within 24 hours.
Mr Whale believes that if the cloud sits closer to the mountain, heavy rain will fall, but if she sits closer
to Waiouru strong winds will soon be on their way.
Those who are aware of this climatic phenomenon have been able to use it to their advantage. Farm-
ers, golfers and skiers have used her for quite accurate weather information.
The cloud has had a long life over the Waimarino, but where she picked up her name nobody seems to
know.

Original photo was beyond repair.
Replacement from Wanganui Times archives

The path to the rum locker is kept clear for immediate access
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Waiouru Railway
Station today. Read
RIDING THE RATTLER
on www.mobys.nz

If you served captions are not necessary.....
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TANGATA WHENUA

Royal New Zealand Navy Chief of Navy Rear Admiral David Proctor,
speaking on 12 November 2019 during the blessing and unveiling
of a toka (an argillite boulder collected from Whangaehu River) and
plaque at Irirangi, acknowledged the significant sacrifice Ngāti
Rangi had made to allow continued use of the land by the NZDF to
provide security and protection to all New Zealanders.
"The NZDF has enjoyed a longstanding relationship with Ngāti
Rangi and looks forward to strengthening this through working col-
laboratively and co-operatively to identify future opportunities,"
Proctor said.
Ngāti Rangi chairman and lead negotiator Che Wilson said it was a
day of reflection and commemoration for the people of Ngāti
Rangi.
"It is a time to reflect on the sacrifices of those who have gone be-
fore us, as we look towards the promise of tomorrow for our
people," he said.
"One of our guiding principles for Treaty settlement has been kia
mau ki te wairua o Te Tiriti o Waitangi (hold fast to the spirit of Te
Tiriti o Waitangi), and this day acknowledges our commitment to
that kaupapa."
The vesting and gifting back is part of a redress framework agreed
by the NZDF and Ngāti Rangi.
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EARLY SETTLEMENT OF WAIOURU
BY MARY ANNE GILL

The area surroundingWaiouru was first occupied by military forces in 1936 when
an Artillery Camp was established. Next year marks the 50th anniversary of that
camp. The Chronicle acknowledges the assistance given by the Army, particularly

Major David Roseveare, for supplying the historical details

SETTLEMENT
The Waiouru district was first settled by Europeans in the “380s as part of the great Murimotu Run
leased by a Mr Studholme from the Maoris.
Tie run originally extended inland from Wanganui and north to Taupo with initial Maori ownership
claimed be Major Keepa, Tapia and Te Heuheu on behalf of the respective Maori tribes of Wanganui,
Patea and Taupo.
By the mid 19th century, provincial and central governments recognised *e importance of the Mur-
imotu run. It lay across the proposed routes for main roads and the main trunk railway and thereby
could lead to other purchases in the interior of the North Island.
Sundholine lease 200,000 acres stretching from Turangi down to Karioi until 1900 when the Govern-
ment bought the land from the Maori owners and divided most of it into runs.

RABBITS
The Waiouru portion was then held by a succession of leaseholders but by 1916, the rabbit problem on
the property had become acute.
The property was bought by Mr C.P. Hansen, who had little interest in the area. He sold off the remain-
ing .5.000 sheep and then sold the land rights to an Auckland agent, Wenzl Scholium.
Late 1920, Mr F.J. Lysnar purchased three runs with a mortgage from Scholium.
Two of them, runs one and four were in his name, while run three was in the name of his brother, M.P.
Lysnar. Scholium disposed of run two to the Government in 1920 for use as a forest.
The effects of rabbits and erosion compounded errors in the station’s management so that the
Lysnars lost considerable money during their association with the property.
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1929, Mr F.J Lysnar was forced to default on the property as he was indebted to Scholium for
£32,000. Scholium took over the runs one and three while Lysnar was permitted to retain run four free
of debt. His nephew, Rueben G. Lysnar managed to arrange the finance to lease run four in 1930 from
his uncle. In 1939, Mr W. Harding took over the lease and free-holded the property.The area, now
known as the Waiouru Station is farmed today by the Harding family.

CANCELLED
Once Scholium regained control of runs one and three in 1929, he arranged with the Crowns Lands
Department for the pastoral licences to be cancelled
In their place a deferred payment licence, practically equivalent to purchase by instalments, was is-
sued to Forests Farms and Products Ltd, a small family company of Scholium’s.
The area leased under the licence was 51,600 acres and the purchase price was £42.503.4.11.
At the same time Scholium was required by the Lands Department to freehold an area of 15,850 acres
which would otherwise have been useless, at a cost of £2000.
The Army dependant on the goodwill of farmers in the vicinity of Waipukurau for permission to shoot
over their lands.
It was clear that this situation could not continue for much longer and the search began for more per-
manent solutions to the problem.

SHOOT THE PLACE UP
The Waiouru area had been considered as a possible site for a permanent
practice ground since 1926.
In 1932, the Director of Artillery commissioned Captain (later Major-General) G.B. Parkinson and Cap-
tain (later Brigadier) R.S. Park to make a reconnaissance of the Waiouru area and report on its suitab-
ility for use as an artillery practice range. The officers inspected the area from October 17 - 22, 1932,
and on November 7 they submitted their detailed report.
Parkinson and Park reported that “the site apart from questions of climate would be eminently suit-
able for the establishment of an artillery range. Facilities comparable with those at Larkhill, Salisbury
Plain, England, could readily be made available.
The report stressed the area was virtually unfenced save for boundary fences, that there was a min-
imum of cultivation on the area, that it offered a great variety of terrain and that its large size meant
that unit manoeuvres on a considerable scale were possible.
A suitable camp site existed in the area of the Waiouru Homestead, built in 1905 by Mr A.C. Morton.
At the time of the reconnaissance, George Phillips, who was leasing an area which roughly covered
the present housing and shopping areas, was living in the homestead with his housekeeper, Mrs Gray
and her mother and children. The Grays and Phillips were the last civilians to occupy the homestead.
Phillips moved out in 1938, while Mrs Gray remained until late 1939 with her mother, son Douglas and
her daughter, Now Mrs Mulvay who remained in the area.
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SUITABILITY
Waiouru, according to the report, was ideally situated being ten hours from Wellington using the New
Plymouth Express and changing at Marton to the slow train.
The report also noted that arms other than artillery would find the manoeuvre areas at Waiouru un-
equalled. It further noted the desirability of using the area to the west of the Waiouru -Tokaanu track.
However, this area had just been proclaimed a State Forest (the Proclamation was in fact gazetted
formally in 1933) and was more than half planted.
There was however one area which was desert and would be suitable for a target area.
At this time, the Waiouru-Tokaau road was un-metalled and in bad condition. In certain areas of the
desert proper, it was scarcely even defined thus constituting no barrier to training.
Negotiations were immediately set in hand to acquire shooting and manoeuvre rights from Scholium.
In February, 1933, the Public Works Department reported Scholium was prepared to allow shooting
and manoeuvre rights over 36,000 acres for three months of the year for a five year term but sought
in exchange that the Crown should pay the rates on the whole Waiouru property of 68,000 acres.
(£350 per annum).
He reduced this down to £250 per annum, but this figure was more than the Army was prepared to
pay and the whole matter was therefore put aside.

REQUEST
Negotiations were resumed later but it was May 1936 before a formal request was put to Scholium to
allow the artillery of the central command to camp and carry out artillery live shell practice from and
over Scholium’s properties.
He agreed, thus began fifty years of Army involvement in the Waiouru area.
Scholium’s company was soon to be involved in court action for compensation when the land was fi-
nally taken by the Government at the outbreak of WW I.
It was not until January, 1944, that the dispute was settled and the Army owned the area now known
as the Waiouru Military Camp.

Mount Ruapehu fromWaiouru Railway Station. Irirangi 8.5k behind you here. Transmitters is over at 2 oclock.
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NAVAL W/T STATION WAIOURU
2 S�������� 1942 U���� 29 O������ 1951

HMNZS IRIRANGI
C����������� 30 O������ 1951

R������������� 29 J��� 1973 �� W������

This history has been compiled from information forwarded for the Reunion held La-
bour Weekend (23 - 26 October) 1992.
The initial article ‘Jubilee of Naval Radio at Waiouru’ was written for speeches given at
Ohakune and Taihape to coincide with the 50th year of Naval Wireless in the district.

Information was taken from:
The History of the Public Works Department Vol III
Mrs Noeline De Courcy (nee Fanning)
Miss Marie King, ‘Happy in the Service’ by Grant Howard.

Special thanks to the Reunion Committee for making the Weekend possible and to the
efforts of the Ships Office Staff in the retyping of a number of these articles to make
them legible.

Paul.C. Redman
Lieutenant Commander RNZN
Commanding Officer

The Camp. OnWaiaruhe Road near the entrance to the road to Receivers.
1942 Ford Four Door Sedan V8 95hp 3 Speed.
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THE COMMANDING OFFICERS
Naval W/T Station - Waiouru
`TempWarrant Tel E.H. BIGGS RNZN MBE 2/9/42 to 8/8/43
Tel Lieutenant H PHILPOTT MBE RNZN 9/8/43 to 10/4/46
Temp Commissioned Tel W.L. BREWER DSM MBE RNZN 11/4/46 to 28/2/47
Acting Tel. Lt W.L. BREWER DSM MBE RNZN 1/3/47 to 5/4/49
Acting Tel. Lt W.L. BREWER DSM MBE RNZN 5/4/49 to 16/7/49
Acting Comms Lt E.H. BIGGS RNZN MBE 17/7/49 to 16/6/51
Lt Cdr (C). L.G. CARR RNZN CB DSC 17/6/51 to 29/10/51

HMNZS Irirangi
Lt Cdr (C) L.G. CARR RNZN CB DSC 30/10/51 to 12/1/53
Lt Cdr (C) E.C. THORNE RNZN CB CBE 13/1/53 to 22/2/55
Lt Cdr A.V. KEMPTHORNE RNZN 23/2/55 to 10/1/57
Lt Cdr (L) M.J. A. KEYWORTH RNZN 11/1/57 to 24/2/59
Lt Cdr (C) J.D. GRESSON RNZN 25/2/59 - 18/9/60
Lt Cdr (SD)(C) C.J.J. KEMP RNZN MBE 19/9/60 to 9/8/62
Lt Cdr (SD (C) W.L. RUDD RNZN 20/8/62 to 19/8/64
Lt Cdr F.E.J. MASON RNZN 20/8/64 to 15/3/67
Lt Cdr G.W. GLYDE RNZN 16/3/67 to 8/5/69
Lt Cdr J. BURTON RNZN 9/5/69 to 19/7/70
Lt Cdr G.R. PAUL RNZN 20/7/70 to 11/1/73
Lt Cdr V.W. FIFIELD RNZN MBE 12/1/73 to 28/2/78
Lt Cdr (SD (C) D.D. DAVIES RNZN 1/3/78 to 28/8/80
Lt Cdr M.R.M. MASON RNZN 29/8/80 to 26/1/82
Lt Cdr A.J. PECK RNZN ONZM 27/1/82 to 2/2/84
Lt Cdr R.G.G. SANSON RNZN 3/2/84 to 10/12/85
Lt Cdr R.T. JACKSON RNZN 11/12/85 to 16/7/87
Lt Cdr O.J. YOUNG RNZN 17/7/87 to 9/3/89
Lt Cdr M.J. MILLAR RNZN 10/3/89 to 17/3/91
Lt Cdr P.C. REDMAN RNZN 18/3/91 to 21/12/92
Lt Cdr A.N FORSYTH RNZN 22/12/92 to 28/5/93

The Minister of Defence Dr Tapsell with the current and past CO's at the opening of the new Receiver complex.
L-R Cdr Owen Young, Cdr Richard Jackson, RADM Ted Thorne, LtCdr Vic Fifield,
LtCdr Mick Mason, Dr Tapsell , LtCdr Ross Sanson, LtCdr Mike Millar present CO.
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IRIRANGIV. MAY COTTERELL 1945

ONCE, in days now long far distant,
Lived a duskyMaori maiden,
Born of proud and noble parents-
lovely Princess Irirangi.
Famous for her haunting beauty,
for her gaiety and sweetness;
She possessed a gift unrivaled
in a land of dusky songsters.
For the voice of Irirangi
captivated all who heard it
far and wide her fame resounded
proudly her own tribe acclaimed her
reverenced her and sought to guard her‚
Irirangi‚ Queen of Song.

WARRIORS by the score, adored her,
Captured by her smile so winsome,
and her voice of mellow sweetness;
at her feet laid gifts most precious,
spoil from conflicts fierce and savage,
these she graciously accepted,
quite unmoved by ardent glances.
Was she not their chieftain's daughter,
Born to wed a Rangatira
But one day there came a stranger,
Not of noble birth or station,
Though of handsome, manly presence;
Irirangi's heart soon echoed
Hamihori's love for her.

KNOWING this, her tribe took council
Vowing that sweet Irirangi
Should not wed this low-born stranger.
These two, nowwith hearts united
and a love both deep and lasting,
banned defiance of the edict
That would sunder them forever.
Irirangi and her lover
Secretly arranged a meeting
In the dark depths of the forest,
where theywould be free to marry,
safe from tribal intervention.
But alas! fond hopes were blighted‚
Crushed by jealousy and hate.

ONE THEREwas, among her maidens,
Dearly loved by Irirangi,
Cherished by her like a sister,
Whom she trusted with her secret;
Told her of the planned elopement,
Begging for her aid and guidance
In escaping to her lover,
Now far distant in the woodland,
Waiting eagerly to greet her.
Never dreaming of betrayal,
Irirangi told her frankly
Where her handsome lover lingered,
Waiting for the joyful moment
That should make themman andwife.

GOADED by her jealous envy
Of the lovely singing Princess,
Irirangi's trusted helper
Sought their tribe's great Rangatira.
Quickly then she told her story
Of .the lovers' daring project;
Of his daughter's plan to journey
To the home of Hamihori.
Pride of race and tribal prestige":
Slew all pity for his daughter;
Stirred fierce anger that her lover-
Lowly both of birth and station-
Should presume to wed their gifted
Irirangi‚ Queen of Song.

ALL her father's pride and pleasure
In her beauty and her singing
Could not stay bis hand or save her
From the loss of Hamihori.
To her lover in the forest
Came a band of fierce assassins,
Slew him there and brought his body
Home in triumph to their chieftain.
Irirangi, deep in slumber,
Dreaming sweetly of her lover,
Started from her couch in terror
When she heard their shouts and laughter,
As they boasted of their prowess
In accomplishing his death.

IRIRANGIS heart.was frozen
As she gazed on Hamihori,
Robbed of love and life so cruelly
In his youthful, manly splendor,
All her womanhood revolted
At the slaughter of her lover.
Gone their cherished dreams of living
Joyous, useful lives together;
Gone their happy expectations
Of the birth of lusty children,
As their lives flowed on together
Like a broad and placid river‚Äî
Each day drawing ever nearer
To the sea of endless bliss.

IRIRANGIS young life ended
With the death of Hamihori.
Gradually she pined and faded,
Till the shadow of her beauty
Wrung the hearts of those who loved her.
And the maiden who betrayed her.
Gone her happy, joyful laughter.
Gone the magic of her singing.
Fruitlessly they sought to rouse her,
Tried to interest and amuse her;
Irirangi told them sadly
That she must rejoin her lover‚
Everwatching close beside her,
Though unseen bymortal eyes.

KNOWING that she soon must leave
Those who had so sorelywronged she
begged, as token of forgiveness,
That though death should claim her body
Her voice, in its matchless beauty,
Would not then be ever silent.
Readily she gave her promise
That where waterfalls make music
There her voice would be heard singing
With its old accustomed magic;
Rising high above the waters
Soaring upward through the treetops
To the vaulted dome of heaven,
As in happy days of yore.

ONE DAY just as dawnwas breaking,
With a crywoke Irirangi,
Stretched out eager arms in greeting
To her lover now appearing.
Joyfully she left her body‚
Guarded there by faithful watchers‚
While her loving Hamihori
Led her swiftly through death's portals;
Far away from pain and sorrow
To the Homeland of the blessed;
Led her to a land of sunshine
Full of gladness and gay laughter,
To the land of the immortals.
Where they both could dwell in peace

EVER since her joyous passing
Irirangi's voice so golden
Oft has soothed and cheered the weary
With its tones so clear, triumphant;
Giving forth the glad assurance
Of the truth of her existence
In the land of endless summer,
Where dwell all the happy-hearted.
Hearing it, her own race marvel
At the strength of her affection,
Knowing that her love will guide them
Past the rocks of pain and sorrow,
Into that enchanted haven
Where their Irirangi dwells.

THUS the lovely singing Princess
Died, yet lives in the hereafter
Where the souls of the departed
Grow in wisdom, and in knowledge
Of the love of their Creator.
Living, loving, laughing, working,
All her days are rilled with gladness;
But sweet Irirangi's pity
For the sad and broken-hearted
Sends her voice mysterious ringing
OverWhaka-rewa-rewa:
Bringing solace from earth's sorrows,
Thrilling all. who pause to listen‚
Charmed by Irirangi's song.

Ngāti Rangi made a significant sacrifice to allow continued use of the land by the
NZDF to provide security and protection to all New Zealanders.
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LtCdr Victor William Fifield MBE RNZN RIP served longer as CO than everyone ex-
cept William Brewer. Something like five years. Not always looked upon with love
he was an interesting man. His dedication to his country was without reserve.
The RNZ Communicators Website interview with VWF that is well worth a read.
An insight how our officers were 'built' by the RN. LINK

https://rnzncomms.org/fifield/
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